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Abstract 
The video game industry is a rapidly growing industry due to technology advancements and 

has made video games to a mass phenomenon. The diffusion of today’s technologies has created 

and expanded the video game market, both demographical and geographical, which has 

attracted more customers and increased the intensity of the competition. Companies in the 

industry have to professionalize their marketing processes and business strategies in a more 

flexible and quickly fashion than before to be able to stay competitive. An overcrowded market 

with thousands of products released every year creates problems for actors to get recognized. 

The purpose of this dissertation has been therefore to study small start-ups brand identity in its 

inception phase within the video game industry to assist their brand strategic approach and be 

able to strengthen their competitive advantage in a saturated market. The dissertation has 

adopted the corporate brand identity matrix framework by Urde (2013) and investigated the 

brand-driven elements in a start-up context; thus, the framework has only been applied in 

corporation-setting where the companies are large and known. Five indie game developers from 

northern Sweden participated in the study’s field research.   

The dissertation shows that the corporate brand identity matrix is adaptable for start-ups and 

are not dependent on the company size. Findings confirm early signs of brand identity and 

found correspondence between competence and value proposition, expression and personality 

and culture and relationship, which address interconnection between its brand-elements and its 

brand core. The unique findings where they all show signs of social engagements, passion and 

a fan-centric ambition of doing business and most of all everyone had a “community first” 

approach and were more inspired to deliver value to its customers rather than how they can 

achieve value for themselves.   

A concept model for start-ups in the inception phase of the video game industry has been made 

based on the empirical results of the study that can be adopted early in a company's start-up 

process and provide guidance and support for its future brand identity development to address 

the issues of discoverability. 

Keywords: Brand Identity, Corporate brand, Corporate identity, Corporate brand identity, 

Company brand, Start-ups, Strategic brand management. 

 

 

 



  



Sammanfattning 
Videospelindustrin är en snabbt växande bransch på grund av tekniska framsteg och har gjort 

videospel till ett massfenomen. Spridningen av dagens teknik har skapat och utökat 

videospelmarknaden, både demografisk och geografisk, vilket har lockat fler kunder och ökat 

konkurrensens intensitet. Företagen i branschen måste professionalisera sina 

marknadsföringsprocesser och affärsstrategier på ett mer flexibelt och snabbare sätt än tidigare 

för att kunna vara konkurrenskraftiga. En överfylld marknad med tusentals produkter som 

släpps varje år skapar problem för aktörer att bli igenkända. 

Syftet med denna uppsats har därför varit att studera varumärkesidentitet i nytablerade 

företagare inom videospelindustrin för att stödja deras varumärkesidentitet och kunna stärka sin 

konkurrensfördel på en mättad marknad. 

Uppsatsen har antagit ramverket för varumärkesidentitetsmatris av Urde (2013) och undersökt 

de varumärkesbaserade elementen i ett nyföretagande-kontext. Ramverket har således endast 

tillämpats i företagsamhet där företagen är stora och kända. I den här uppsatsen har fem indie 

spelutvecklare från norra Sverige deltagit i studiens fältforskning. 

Uppsatsen visar att företagets varumärkesidentitetsmatris är anpassningsbar för nystartade 

företag och är inte beroende av företagets storlek. Fynden bekräftar tidiga tecken på 

varumärkesidentitet och hittade korrespondens mellan kompetens och värdeproposition, uttryck 

och personlighet och kultur och relation, som behandlar sammankoppling mellan dess 

varumärkeselement och dess varumärkeskärna. De unika fynden där de alla visar tecken på är 

socialt engagemang, passion och en fan-centrerad ambition, samt alla hade en "community 

first" -inriktning och var mer inspirerade att leverera värde till sina kunder i stället för hur de 

kan uppnå värde för sig själva. 

En konceptmodell för nyföretagare i videospelindustrins har fastställts utifrån de empiriska 

resultaten av studien, vilket kan annamas tidigt i startprocessen för nystartande företag för att 

ge vägledning och stöd för sin framtida varumärkesidentitetsutveckling i att ta itu med 

problemen med upptäckbarhet på en trånggrodd marknad. 
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List of abbreviations and concepts 

Video game companies 
The video game industry contains three types of companies; Video game developers, Video 
game publishers, and indie game developers. Within this dissertation “video game companies” 
will refer to all of them as one.   

AAA  
Often refers to games that have been developed using a large budget, both development of the 
game and marketing. AAA-titles are in the domain of a specific franchise, e.g., Grand theft 
auto, Assassin’s Creed, Call of duty and Battlefield. Furthermore, a comparison between 
“Blockbuster.” Hollywood movie and AAA game can be drawn, and they are both made by 
significant assets in terms of budget and production teams. 

Steam 
Steam is a digital gaming distribution platform which is owned by Valve Corporation.  

Unity:  
It is a game engine maker developed by Unity Technologies in 2015, which is letting users the 
ability to create games both in 2D and 3D. The product has four types of licensing options; One 
free and three paid. Hundreds of thousands of developers are using its products to create cross-
platform games. As when Unity is mentioned within this dissertation, it refers to the product of 
Unity Technologies and not the Unity interface by Ubuntu operating system.  

Gamemaker:  
It is also known as GameMaker Studio and accommodates the making of cross-platform and 
multi-genre video games, by using drag-and-drop visual programming language known as 
Game Maker Language. The initial release was in 1999 and developed by YoYo Games; a game 
publishing company, based in Scotland. When Gamemaker is mentioned, this dissertation refers 
to the actual developing tool, GameMaker Studio. 

Crunch-time:  
It is a term that regularly used to describe an unusual period of crisis in the production schedule, 
which can sometimes lead to overtime work. During a crunch-time, it is not unusual to work 
65-80 hours a week sometime more than 80 hours a week. 

Game Porting:  
Porting is regularly used when discussing what “platform” a video game is designed for, e.g., 
arcade, personal computer, video game console, mobile game. If a video game is designed for 
several ports, the term would be a cross-platform software.  
Indie game developer:  
There is no specific academic definition of what an indie game developer is, the views on what 
independence as “indie” means are many. “Indie” often refers as a game genre (such as RPG 
and Action games), which is mainly developed by developing teams or independent studios that 
are struggling with tight budgets. “Indie” games and its developers are often seen as opposed 
to triple-A games and their developers, (Parker, Whitson, & Simon, 2018; Toftedahl, Backlund, 
& Engström, 2018).   

Definition of software start-up: “Small companies created to develop and to market an 
innovative and software-intensive product and to aim to benefit from economies of scale” 
(Klotins et al., 2019).  
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1. Introduction  
This section reviews the reader with surrounding circumstances about the case study starting 
with background information, problem discussion, and at the end of the chapter, research 
goals, and outline of the study structure.   

1.1 Background 

The start of the video-game industry began in 1971 with the developed and commercialized 

game Computer Space (Kent, 2010). Video-games are a digital product that requires two 

interdependent components, hardware, and software.  In the early stage of the video-game 

industry, technological limitations forced software and hardware to be integrated into a single 

product, into the size of a large booth. The early 70s was the era of the coin-operated machines, 

"paying as you play," a business model that is similar to flipper and slot machines, (Cabras et 

al., 2017).  

The introduction of the central processing units had a significant impact on the size and 

manufacturing costs to develop video-games (Kent, 2010). In the 1970s, companies such as 

Magnavox, Phillips, Epoch Co, and Atari were among the first to create the gaming console, 

and it was a revolutionary device. The device enabled players to choose more than one game 

on the same machine, and it became more family friendly. The consoles did not just increase 

the gaming experience for the player; it changed the whole value chain by creating a market for 

video game developers (Cabras et al., 2017).   

According to Kaimann, Stroh‐Maraun, & Cox (2018), video games have evolved significantly 

since the arcades the late 1970s and early 1980s, because of internet connectivity it gave birth 

to innovations such as massive-multiplayer online (MMO) experience and mobile and social 

gaming, which has transformed the industry to a hundred billion dollar industry with thousands 

of new games each year. In 2017 the digital distribution channel Steam had over 7,600 games 

released, which is an increase of 53% year-over-year, (Sinclair Brendan, 2018; Taylor Haydn, 

2018).  

Since when smartphones entered the market in 2007, the mobile gaming market has increased 

two folds every year, and the trend is expecting to increase to a $100 billion market by 2021, 

(Wijman, 2018). Furthermore, mobile gaming reached a much broader demographic group and 

created a niche called casual or hyper-casual gaming; “it is often defined as accessible 

anywhere, anytime.” The typical game-player is in the age of 30 or above, and more than 40% 

of the players are female customers, (Cabras et al., 2017). Additionally, a global market report 
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presented by Newzoo shows that the video game market has a market value of $ 137.9 billion 

2018, its a growth of over 13% from year to year, and it also shows a trend shift from previous 

years that mobile gaming (smartphones and tablets games) accounts for 51% of the global 

market, (Wijman, 2018).  

Thousands of game offerings by numerous companies in the industry and a fast-growing market 

is why brands have become more critical, and the need for differentiation have never been more 

important, to be seen and to be identified, which supports customers decision to buy, 

(Stenbacka, 2008).  

According to Kapferer (2008, p.9), “Each experts comes up with his or her own definition of 

brand or nuances of definitions”, yet Kapferer, Jean-Noël (2012), describes brands as an 

intangible asset, which is attached to a product and conferring it with extra value and 

strengthening the reason for the customers for making a buying decision.  Consequently, 

branding has a strategic value that should be used to survive and differentiate from its 

competitors, which has been acknowledged by the brand management literature, where the 

concept of brand identity has gained attention. A passion brand is not to be hollow; it should 

have a deep inner inspiration, a character, have their own beliefs, to help customers in their life 

and also discover their own identity, (p. 158).  Kapferer initially propagated the concept of 

brand identity in 1986, where brand identity includes everything that a company wants for the 

meaningful and unique interpretation of the brand, (Roy & Banerjee, 2014). 

1.2 Problem discussion 

The video game industry has changed radically due to technology advancements and has made 

video games to a mass phenomenon. The diffusion of technologies, such as smartphones and 

internet connectivity, has created an expanded video game market, both demographical and 

geographical, which has attracted more players to enter and the competitive intensity has 

increased. To stay competitive, companies within the industry has to continue professionalizing 

their marketing processes and business strategies in a more flexible and quickly fashion than 

before, (Marchand & Hennig-Thurau, 2013; Zackariasson & Wilson, 2010).  

The video game industry is over-crowded with thousands of new game titles each year, and 

soon there will be so many games on the market that there will not be enough time for customers 

to play them all. According to Sean Vanaman, the co-founder of Firewatch at the developer 

company Campo Santo is merely saying that many great developers will not be discovered until 

they die. He is also stating that by the year 2022 the industry will have a shallow barrier to entry 
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with free developer tools such as Unity and Gamemaker, which makes new contents by new 

entrants harder to find, due to the sea of other games. Additionally, Harvey Smith the co-

director at Arkane Studios is saying that the discoverability problem is going to be so high that 

it would start creating problem to make a sustainable living, which is already starting to affect 

creators within the industry, and the winner will be those who have a vast amount of money, 

(Stafford Patrick, 2017).   

The discoverability problem within the video game industry is very similar to the phenomenon 

called ‘double jeopardy,’ which can be described as when a “small market share brands are at 

a disadvantage, relative to large market share brands,” (Chaudhuri, 1995, p.27). Furthermore, 

the theory of double jeopardy, the small market has fewer buyers, and they are purchased less 

frequently by these few buyers. In contrast to more popular brands, or brands with significant 

market share, they have more buyers and more frequent purchased by the same buyer. There 

are two primary principal reasons for double jeopardy; greater ‘awareness’ and ‘distribution 

support’ for which is essential for higher market share (Chaudhuri, 1995). Accordingly, to 

Stenbacka (2008), to some extent, a strong brand, within the mobile game industry, can 

compensate for the lack of game quality, and even ‘game porting.’   

Furthermore, to Parker, Whitson, & Simon (2018), large multinational corporations and AAA 

franchises, e.g., Microsoft, Electronic Arts, Ubisoft are dominating the physical presence of 

gaming conventions and trade shows. Their presence “overwhelms these spaces and capturing, 

both the attention and bodies of fans, popular media, and critics via lavish consumer 

spectacles,” to create brand loyalty and reap unit sales. However, as a result of high 

competition, it is difficult for small independent game developers to make an impact, it is hard 

to discover the undiscoverable, due to that small independent developers usually do not have 

the economic means or budget to allocate for a costly marketing budget which makes it more 

challenging to be noticed. “The ideal is “discoverability”: to be noticed, to be talked about, to 

be anticipated and to be desired” (Parker et al., 2018). 

 The role of branding 

Despite the cost of resources, companies within the industry are required to prepare for a 

turbulent market in the future and act accordingly with marketing strategy and focusing their 

attention towards branding tactics in order to differentiate from the hostile competitive 

environment. Thoughts by Melin (1999) and Aaker (2010) explains that an established brand 

means entry barrier and differentiation against competitors. Furthermore, the research presented 
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by Stenbacka (2008) has shown that the brand makes a difference, both on business to business 

(B2B) and business to consumer (B2C) level. A game title with proper quality shows it cannot 

compensate for the weak brand and weak distribution.  

Henceforth, according to Bresciani & Eppler (2010, p.2) “Brand management is a vast and 

rapidly growing field,” as a discipline or as a field of research, it has multiplied within 

marketing. In the last decade’s academics and marketing, practitioners have taken notice of 

what the value of brands contribute, regardless of being intangible and conditional. It has shown 

that the brand is included to be one of the long-lasting assets for providing a competitive 

advantage for companies (Kapferer, Jean-Noël, 2012). By building a strong brand, a company 

is more likely to reduce its competitive vulnerability (Keller, 1993; Keller, 2001). Furthermore, 

“a strong brand is often a company’s most valuable asset” (Melin Frans, 1999), and brand 

identity is the first initial step of a strong brand, (Shirazi, Zeynvand Lorestani, & Karimi Mazidi, 

2013), and “In a competitive market, a brand’s success depends on the choice on the brand’s 

identity”, (Roy & Banerjee, 2014). 

Urde (2013) has been able in his research to construct a framework that includes brand identity 

elements to conduct a corporate brand identity, known as the corporate brand identity matrix 

(CBIM), which contextualizes the internal and external brand elements. According to Greyser 

& Urde (2019), brand elements can be used in a corporate setting to form a corporate brand 

identity, which can serve an organization as a north star and contribute a direction and a 

purpose. A corporate brand identity can be described as the link between the organization and 

the customer, which “play a central role in articulating brand elements to its employees, 

retailers and other who must buy into the goals and values of the corporate brand and represent 

them to the customer,” (Aaker, 2004, p. 11).  

With increasing global competition and rapid technology development in mind, transforms 

brands into evolving entities which are unquestionably moving the brand beyond visual identity 

elements. These changes together with a global approach in doing business, with easy access to 

specific knowledge, has changed the start-up philosophy between founder, investors, and 

customers, (Konecnik Ruzzier & Ruzzier, 2015).  However, the CBIM has only been applied 

in single case studies where the company is large and known and has not been implemented 

regarding startup companies. 
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 Branding for start-ups  

Urde (2013) argues that the CBIM framework could be adopted and uniquely positioning the 

core values promises as a beacon of direction, as mentioned earlier, and could give a structured 

overview of the brand identity and simplifies what it is, how it works and how to build it. 

Moreover, Urde argues that the framework can give answers to questions that are vital for 

bringing unity to a company’s organization by understanding internal support and commitment.  

Konecnik Ruzzier & Ruzzier (2015) argues that branding has become more of an issue for many 

start-ups, for today’s success in the market, start-up companies need to search not only for 

product-market fit but also for a brand-market fit. The brand-building process must be 

developed both from an internal and an external perspective. Urde’s framework suits well in 

this situation and should be explored if the context could give benefits to start-ups. Additionally, 

Ojasalo, Nätti, & Olkkonen (2008) requesting more research in the area to develop an affordable 

and effective method for use in brand-building in SMEs tech companies, which gives further 

incentive to explore Urde’s framework in the context of start-ups within the video game 

industry.  

The dissertation aims to further investigate into established brand-driven elements of CBIM 

that shape brand identity. Besides, the purpose of this dissertation is to understand how these 

can be developed early in the start of the inception phase in the video game industry, hoping to 

provide a brand strategic tool for managers/founders to establish a competitive advantage in the 

industry to be competitive in uncertain times. 

1.3 Research question and objectives 

Research Question:  

How does brand identity elements evolve in the inception phase of video 

game start-ups? 

1.4 Delimitations:  

The dissertation is focusing on brand identity and not the image, which reflects a company’s 

inner thoughts and feelings about its brand identity. Also, this dissertation is only focusing on 

start-ups of video games developers in northern Sweden. 
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2 Literature review 
The primary purpose of this section is to build the foundation for further research, thereby 
creating an understanding of previous research on the subject area and giving a specific 
background related to the subjects studied. 

An extensive literature review has been done within three areas, brand strategy and corporate 

brand identity matrix and the concept of start-ups. The literature in this section will describe 

the relationship between these three areas. First starting with by describing the brand strategy, 

it is a required field to understand the concept of brand identities, which are crucial components 

to grasp Urde’s corporate brand identity matrix (CBIM) framework, which will be the 

fundamental basis for the in-depth interview questions. However, the last area ‘Start-ups’ 

provide essential theoretical basis to understand ‘who’ the interview population is aiming at.  

A theoretical model has been implemented based on the purpose and question of the thesis 

research and should strive to provide a framework for how the literature is performed and how 

they are related to each other. The theoretical relationship is illustrated visually in Figure 1 

below. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Theoretical model 

 

How does brand 
identity elements 

evolve in the 
inception phase of 
video game start-

ups?

The Corporate Brand 
Identity Matrix -

Framwork (CBIM)
Brand strategy

The concept of 
start-ups
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2.1 Brand strategy  

Urde, (2013) argues that the CBIM framework can leverage the corporate brand and harvest 

synergies, which are essential drivers of the corporate brand strategy, therefore, brand strategy 

is an vital topic to cover to comprehend the framework as a strategic tool. 

According to Bresciani & Eppler, (2010) and Keller (2013), brand strategy is the brand-creating 

process within a company and can be applied independently of the size of the company and 

should be developed carefully. The brand strategy can either be centered on a product or service 

to separate products and services from one company from another or strategically and 

consistently communicate the company's value and identity, the corporate brand, (Kapferer, 

Jean-Noel, 2008; Mukherjee & Balmer, 2007).  

However, according to Bresciani and Eppler (2010), start-up companies, compared with 

established companies, have special branding needs due to lack of resources and, internal 

structures and processes, which place startup companies in a position where it needs to attract 

attention among stakeholders to find the right customer. According to Urde (1994, p. 18), “the 

future of many companies lies in brands,” and “the key to a successful start-up [...] is to find 

financiers, customers, employees and favourable position in the industry networks. A 

prerequisite for that is to attract attention and building a strong corporate brand” (Geissler 

and Will, 2001, p. 1, cited in Bresciani & Eppler, 2010, p. 364)  

According to Maja Ruzzier and Mitja Ruzzier (2015) in order to have a competitive position in 

the market, the brand building process has to start with the internal perspective, or so-called 

identity concept, and go beyond the visual elements, and to focus on the value-adding process 

inside the organization. However, before unfolding the brand identity concept, what is a brand?  

 The concept of brand and branding 

The discussion of the topic what ‘brand’ is have been debated among theorists within academic 

research for decades, and the reason for this could be due to the theorists have different 

approaches when defining the brand construct, which stems from different philosophies, 

(Wood, 2000). In short, the theory of brand could be defined as “a complex multidimensional 

construct” and could be synthesized in twelve themes, i.e., legal instrument, logo, company, 

shorthand, risk reducer, identity system, image in consumers’ mind, value system, , 

relationship, adding value, and evolving entity, (De Chernatony & Dall'Olmo Riley, 1998). 

However, according to Ghodeswar (2008) brand “is a distinguishing name and/or symbol (such 
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as logo, trademark, or package design) intended to identify the goods or services of either one 

seller or a group of sellers, and to differentiate those goods or services from those of 

competitors.”  

Furthermore, a brand could be described as an essential asset for companies to stay competitive 

in a competing market, (De Chernatony & Dall'Olmo Riley, 1998; Ghodeswar, 2008; Kapferer, 

Jean-Noel, 2008). According to Ghodeswar (2008), ‘greater customer satisfaction’, ‘reduced 

price sensitivity’, ‘fewer customer defections’, a ‘greater share of customers’ wallet’, ‘more 

referrals’, and ‘a higher percentage of repeat business’ are intangible outputs which can be 

obtained by building a brand-driven culture. It is a lifelong commitment by building a brand, 

and it takes time and planning, but also it takes perseverance to reach the outcome of the 

intangible effects.  

Furthermore, the brand acts as a credible guarantee for specific products and services, which 

are allowing customers clearly to identify and differentiate which products or services 

genuinely offer added value. The product or service can reflect the heart, soul, and spirit of the 

brand, which is the essence of benefits a customer can expect to receive when experience the 

brands’ promise (Ghodeswar, 2008). According to Keller (2001), it has shown by numerous 

studies that quality brands are more likely to achieve better financially, (i.e., yielding a higher 

return on investment).  

Furthermore, Keller and Lehmann (2006) describe the importance of a brand as an asset in a 

financial sense with three primary levels; ‘customer market,’ ‘product market,’ and ‘financial 

market,’ and the value accrued by these is often called brand equity. Moreover, according to 

Ghodeswar (2008), if brand equity is well established and desired on the marketplace the equity 

can be used as leverage through; ‘line extension,’ ‘brand extension,’ ‘ingredient branding,’ ‘co-

branding,’ ‘brand Alliances’ and/or ‘social goodwill,’ which enables the companies to leverage 

new growth path for their brand.   

 Branding in start-ups  

According to Merrilees (2007), branding in start-up companies, as new enterprises and small 

businesses, is often seen as an oxymoron and is usually regarded as the large company domain. 

Also, small businesses cannot always see themselves as a brand, but if they do, they are not 

likely to incorporate this knowledge into their daily business routine. Furthermore, brand new 

products and services can help companies distinguish the market and develop an attraction 
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towards their stakeholders, which makes the brand an essential role for start-ups, (Bresciani & 

Eppler, 2010).  

Branding should be emphasized, and not just putting a label on it, but applying the brand part 

of a coherent strategy. Primarily, according to Aaker (2007), branded innovations can help 

business in several ways; First and foremost, differentiation and attractiveness can be achieved 

by creating or improving the offering by adding a ‘branded feature,’ ‘ingredient’ or ‘services.’ 

Second, it can increase the credibility of the company's innovation, which signals efforts behind 

the new product or service, and in the end, makes the stakeholder more confident to interact. 

Third, a helping hand from a more well-known brand can make the products and services of the 

launch products more visible on the market, which builds and increases recognition to the new 

company and making it much easier to remember. Fourth, the communication between a 

company and its stakeholders would be more effective and feasible because of an established 

brand. The brand itself expresses information that can be valuable to the target audience, which 

makes the business product and services more accessible to understand and remember, (Aaker, 

David, 2007).  

According to Bresciani and Eppler (2010), “young ventures have specific branding needs due 

to their lack of resources […], lack of internal structures and process […], and fundamental 

need to build reputation […] and find clients,” (p. 357). Furthermore, according to Timmons 

(1999, cited in Bresciani & Eppler, 2010, p. 357), “if start-ups or new venture are not able to 

establish their corporate brand in the market within a relatively short time frame, they 

disappear from the market.” Therefore, it is essential that a new company defines a strategy in 

line with the organization as one of the first things to do (Bresciani and Eppler, 2010).   

According to the Witt & Rode (2005) research of 311 German start-ups, the creation of a brand 

must begin early, as the branding process takes time and should focus on both the internal and 

external branding process, as they are of great importance for the success of a start-up. “The 

more concise and consistent the internal branding process is, the better the stakeholders 

perceive the corporate brand” (p. 292). In other words, Witt and Rode’s research start-ups show 

that a higher evaluation of the corporate identity, the better is the corporate image of a start-up, 

which implies that the branding process must start from within the organization. Moreover, the 

first step for establishing brand identity is to establish a brand personality, which is the initial 

building to create corporate communication (Fill & Roper, 2012).   
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Furthermore, according to Konecnik Ruzzier & Ruzzier (2015) by starting the brand building 

processes from within the organization is often called as an internal perspective, or so-called 

identity concept. Konecnik Ruzzier & Ruzzier describes the approach as it; “reflects the 

perceptions of brand builders and implements who help establish the ‘key identity 

characteristics’ of a brand with basic responses to the question, “Who are we?,” (p. 1). The 

authors continue to argue in their research that the brand identity has to go beyond visual 

elements (e.g., name, logo, and slogans), and to focus more on the “invisible parts of the brand” 

such as; vision, values, personality, benefits, and culture attributes (Konecnik Ruzzier & 

Ruzzier (2015).  The concept of brand identity will be described in more detail in the next 

chapter. 

2.1.2.1 Brand evolvement in start-ups 

The brand of a start-up is a process of change, Ruzzier and Ruzzier (2015) explained it as an 

“evolving entity,” and the reason behind the statement is due to that start-ups undergoes 

different stages. A sequence of four stages visualizes the dynamic branding process, which 

includes the stages; ‘Investigate,’ ‘Develop,’ ‘Implement,’ ‘Validate & Evaluate,’ see figure 2. 

The first stage ‘investigate,’ states that the entrepreneurs or the founders must analyze their 

environments, such as the industry, competitors, and their customers. It is essential to identify 

and understands target customers, which might become their future consumer. It is also wise to 

analyze their industry and border competition in the area in which to operate and conduct 

business. However, before initializing the first stage, the ideal starting point of each 

entrepreneurs’ journey is a clearly defined vision, the author calls this the ‘block zero.’  

Investigate
• Industry

•Competitors
•Customers
•Myself

Develop
• Story

•Visual elements

Implement
• Internal 
branding

•Communication
•Channels

Validate & 
Evaluate

•Brand equity

Figure 2:One loop in the brand funnel 
Source: Adapted from Ruzzier and Ruzzier (2015, p. 33) 
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In the second stage, “develop,” the entrepreneur has to begin the work of “minimum visible 

brand,” which includes storytelling and visual elements, such as name, slogan, and logo.  The 

fundamental idea is “to find the best combination of appropriate elements to form the unique 

story that will be presented with different visual elements” (p. 33). However, in the first and the 

second stage, the entrepreneurs invite their target customers in order to validate their ideas of 

how and for whom to develop a brand.  

Furthermore, the third stage ‘Implement,’ describes as “spreading the brand ideas inside the 

company […] and communicating and delivering it to target customers,” (p. 33), even this stage 

could be validated with the help and feedback of its customer. Moreover, in the last stage, 

‘Validate & Evaluate,’ the entrepreneurs retrieve and develop metrics to create a more 

comprehensive evaluation of the brand, which will result in brand equity.   

 Brand identity  

According to Urde (2013), there is a practical problem for companies to define is corporate 

brand identity and to align its organization and come together as an entity, a well-defined brand 

identity is essential for an organization, a derailed brand-building process can jeopardize the 

overall corporate strategy. Urde argues that corporate brand identity gives management a 

standpoint and a strategic intent on “how management wants the corporate brand to be 

perceived by internal and external stakeholders” (p. 746).  Therefore, in this sub-chapter, the 

dissertation will cover the concept of brand identity and give some clarity of the question, what 

is a brand identity?  

In the theoretical domain, the term brand management has been widely discussed, and in recent 

years the field has mainly been covered about how the brand perceived through its brand image, 

(Kapferer, Jean-Noel, 2008). The modern world is flooded with brand contact points that 

reinforce or weaken customers' views of a company (Kotler & Keller, 2015). Many and 

different brand images make the brand more challenging to coordinate and strengthen Aaker 

(2010). According to Kapferer (2008) and Urde (1999), it is crucial to know who it is that 

delivers the value, and that is why ‘brand identity’ increasingly gains the foreground. Kapferer 

describes ‘brand identity’ as; “Identity expresses the brand’s tangible and intangible 

characteristics – everything that makes the brand what it is, and without which it would be 

something different. Identity draws upon the brand’s roots and heritage – everything that gives 

it its unique authority and legitimacy within a realm of precise values and benefits” (2008, p. 

178).  
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 Brand-oriented vs. Market-oriented  

Urde’s (2013) CBIM framework has its own interconnection system within the matrix that 

integrates inside and outside-in perspectives, these are called brand-oriented and market-

oriented paradigms which are used to define the corporate brand identity to one entity. In this 

subchapter, the dissertation will cover its theoretical significance and highlight of its essence. 

According to Urde (1997; 1999), a "brand-oriented approach" is when an organization decides 

to take an inside-out strategy when an organization conducts an identity approach for branding.   

Furthermore, Urde proclaims that when managing a brand-oriented company, it involves 

organizing and controlling the day-to-day operations to generate attractive added value. The 

inside-out approach cause brand’s core value and promise established from within, and 

communicated and transmitted externally to customers and stakeholders, as a strategic focal 

point, which puts a “greater emphasis to the organization’s mission, vision, and values,” (Urde, 

Baumgarth, & Merrilees, 2013, p. 15). Moreover, the brand orientation approach is when the 

management focuses on the organization itself and its core brand value’s (Urde & Koch, 2014). 

Additionally, brand-orientation is defined as “[…] an approach in which processes of the 

organization revolve around the creation, development, and protection of brand identity in an 

on-going interaction with target customers [and non-customers stakeholders] with the aim of 

achieving lasting competitive advantage in the form of brands,” (Urde, 1999, p. 117). 

The alternative approach outside-in, the ‘market-oriented approach,’ is images driven. The 

market-oriented approach means that the organization met the supply of what the market 

demands, which in other terms means that it is the customers whose define the brand and the 

organization's core values, (Urde et al., 2013). Also, a collaboration of both approaches would 

result in a new branding phenomenon, see Figure 3. Necessarily, they represent different points 

of departure in understanding, defining, and managing brands. Market- and brand orientation 

applies to different sorts of organizations, brand structures and brands, i.e., ‘commercial 

corporation’, ‘nonprofit organizations’, ‘institutions’, ‘house of brands’, ‘branded house’, 

‘products’, ‘place’ or ‘corporate’,  (Urde & Koch, 2014).  
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Figure 3: The market and brand-oriented approaches, also known as “The Egg model.”  
Source: Urde (1997)  

Furthermore, an organization can be either one of the approaches, in fact they are synergistic, 

and can be a combination of the two, as “there is, in fact, no inevitable tug-of-war” between 

them, (Baumgarth, Merrilees, & Urde, 2011, p. 17, cited in Urde & Koch, 2014, p. 482).   

In order to give the differences straight, an overview of the brand- and market orientations 

regarding, ‘points of departure,’ ‘approach,’ ‘key concept,’ ‘prominence’ and ‘strategic focus’ 

has been presented, see Table 1. 

Table 1: The main differences between market-oriented and brand-oriented paradigms 

 

 Corporate branding 

Urde, (2013), claims that the company's brand has several stakeholders and covers a wide range 

of products, services, and solutions and the organization has its own culture, which is seen as 

an essential aspect of the corporate brand.  Moreover, according to Blamer (2010, p.186 cited 
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in Urde, 2013, p. 746) “corporate brands are born out of corporate identities, but lives in the 

minds of groups and individuals.” Although corporate branding is a useful theoretical overview 

where brand identity is a central part, the CIBM is generally sufficient to act as a leadership 

framework, especially for corporate branding, therefore this sub-chapter is covering the 

theoretical differences of some of the key aspects; what is a corporate brand, product brand, 

and what are the corporate brand building functions?    

Since the mid-1990s, "corporate brand" has become a more prominent research area and has 

become a marketing branch that has made remarkable progress. Balmer and Gray (2003), views 

the topic of the corporate brand as “one of the most fascinating phenomena of the business 

environment in the twenty-first century” (p. 972). However, the multitude of available studies 

the topic ‘corporate brand’ becoming more complexly definable and vague. Balmer and Gray 

(2003) characterize corporate brands as they “communicate the brands’ value […], afford 

means of differentiation from their competitors, […] enhance the esteem and loyalty in which 

the organisation is held by its stakeholder groups,” (p. 974).  

According to Inskip (2004, p. 358), the corporate brand gives an organization “a clear and 

publicly stated sense of what it stands for” and additionally be regarded as the “face of the 

organization,” (Balmer & Gray, 2003, p. 991). Continually, the corporate brand “makes it 

known to the world through the use of a single name, a shared visual identity, and a common 

set of symbols,” (Van Riel & Fombrun, 2007, p. 107).   The corporate brand is aimed at multiple 

stakeholders and serves as a strategic source to gain a competitive advantage for growth and 

sustainability, (Balmer & Gray, 2003; Kapferer, Jean-Noel, 2008; Urde, 2013). Moreover, 

according to Urde (2013) the term "company brand" suggests the interaction between a 

company and the public, which is expressed internally with the pronoun "we" and externally 

with the pronoun "they."  

There are essential differences between ‘corporate brand,’ ‘product brands,’ and ‘corporate 

identities,’ and it is necessary to distinguish them apart to comprehend how the CBIM 

framework could be utilized. First and foremost, corporate and product brands, the key 

difference in conceptualization is “that corporate brand values tend to be grounded in the 

values and affinities of company founders, owners, management and personnel,”(Balmer & 

Gray, 2003, p. 979) Moreover, product brand values tend to be planned and are a product of 

not insignificant knowledge of innovation which is held by marketing and advertising creatives.  
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Furthermore, another difference exists in how it compares the role of employees vis-à-vis 

corporate brands. In the corporate branding process, the personnel have an essential role to play 

in order to transmit the brand’s value, because the personnel provide a crossing point between 

the internal and external environment, therefore, is vital to bring all the employees close to the 

heart of the branding processes. Additionally, Table 2 shows a comparison between corporate 

brands and product brands.   

Table 2: A comparison between product and corporate brands  
Source: Adapted from Balmer and Balmer & Gray (2001, p. 2; 2003, p 978) 

 Product Brands Corporate Brands 
Management 
responsibility  

Middle / Brand Manager Chief executive  

Functional 
responsibility 

Marketing Most/all departments 

General responsibility Marketing personnel All Personnel 

Cognate Discipline(s) Marketing Strategy/Multi-Disciplinary 

Communications Mix Marketing Communications Total Corporate 
Communications 

Focus Mainly Customer Multiple Internal and 
External Stakeholder 
Groups and Networks 

Values Mainly Contrived Those of founder(s) 
+ mix of corporate 
+ other sub-cultures  

 

However, the two concepts, ‘corporate brands,’ and ‘corporate identities’ are often used 

interchangeably, but it hides the fact that there are differences between them. According to 

Balmer and Gray (2003), the corporate identity concept refers to the different attributes of an 

organization, which addresses questions as, “what are we?” and “who are we?” which covers 

issues such as business scope and culture. Moreover, the fundamental differences between them 

are, that the “identity concept is applicable to all entities,” (p. 979) while corporate branding is 

sometimes redundant where entities do not want or even need a corporate brand. The necessity 

or desire to have or keep a corporate brand will depend on several other factors, such as the 

organization's strategy, i.e., whether the company is active in a public sector, in a market where 

the company has a monopoly or other markets where the corporate brand is redundant.  

Table 3 shows the comparison between the concepts of corporate branding and corporate 

identity.  
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Table 3: Visualization of comparison between corporate identity and corporate brands 
Source: Adapted from Balmer and Gray (2003, p. 981) 

 Corporate identity Corporate brands 
Necessary or contingent?  Necessary Contingent 
Applicable to all organizations? Yes No 
Stability of attributes  Constantly evolving Relatively stable 
Applicability  Normally a single entity Can be multiple 
Management responsibility  CEO CEO 
Functional responsibility  All functions All functions 
Disciplinary roots Multidisciplinary Multidisciplinary 
Principal drivers Strategy, culture, vision Branding covenant, culture 
Gestation Short Medium/long 
Stakeholder focus Mainly internal.  

External stakeholders vary 
in importance depending on 
the strategy 

Mainly external, but 
internal stakeholders are 
also relevant.  

 

2.1.5.1 Corporate brand building functions  

It is essential for managerial to know how to build and maintain a corporate brand throughout 

their company’s growth stage, regardless of a constrained budget. Thus, with a carefully 

designed and implemented brand strategy, the managerial should have a coherent understanding 

of the branding process and let everyone within the organization to participate in the process 

(Juntunen, Saraniemi, Halttu, & Tähtinen, 2010).   

In order to study the brand building process during a company's growth stage, the authors 

constructed six different brand building functions of companies, together with underlying 

activities that should be performed to fulfill the stated purpose in each step, see Table 4.  

Table 4: Classification of the corporate brand building functions  
Source: Adapted by Juntunen et al. (2010, p. 117) 

Corporate brand building function Corporate building activities 

Defining the corporate personality: - Developing a company idea 
- Brand planning: Company structure and 

characteristics 
- Deciding on the company name 
- Defining core values 

Brand-oriented strategic planning: - Generating brand vision 
- Linking strategic vision, organizational 

culture, and corporate images 
- Living up the clearly defined business 

concept, values, and philosophy 
Creating and maintaining corporate identity: - Corporate culture 

- Corporate behaviour 
- Corporate internal communication  
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- Corporate design  

Creating consistent brand communications: - Management, organization and 
marketing communications 

- Finding a distinctive message and 
enhancing the brand among the key 
stakeholder group 

- Establish clear positioning  
- Web communications 
- Participating in shows and events  
- Arranging seminars 
- Shaping corporate image 
- Conveying a premium product 
- Providing experience 
- Writing articles in professional 

magazines 
 
 

Assuring employees’ involvement: - Providing friendly services 
- Employees contributing to the meaning 

of the brand 
Creating a corporate image: - Directly  

- Indirectly 
 

2.2 The corporate brand identity matrix 

This chapter consists of three main sections, External, Internal / External, and Internal, and each 

section will contain three brand elements, see the chapters general overview in Figure 4.    

 

The Corporate Brand Identity 
Matrix 

External Elements
• Value proposition
• Relationship
• Posistion

External / Internal Elements
• Expression
• Brand Core
• Personality

Internal Elements
• Mission & Vision
• Culture
• Competences

Figure 4: The general overview of the CBIM chapter 
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Brand managers have long struggled with several of the frameworks based on product brands, 

and at the same time are responsible for the leading consequences of misunderstandings, clashes 

of models, and taken-for-granted best practice when to define a corporate brand identity.  

According to (Urde, 2013), a dislocation between theory and practice is not only frustrating for 

those who are responsible for the corporate brand. Therefore, a well-defined corporate brand 

identity is the foundation of the management and the long-term building of a brand (Urde, 

2013).  

Furthermore, the CIBM provides a structured view of the company's brand identity and 

simplifies, what it is, how it works and how it can be built, which is also meaningful for 

understanding, internal support and dedication within the organization and the top management. 

The framework is meant to be seen as a management tool to support those working 

operationally or strategically in order to shape its corporate brand identity (Urde, 2013) 

The corporate brand identity matrix framework (Figure 5) is divided into a three by three matrix 

with nine interrelated elements, designed into one entity. The top layer contains external 

(receiver) components comprises “value proposition,” “relationship,” and “position." The 

bottom layer contains internal (sender) components and is described in terms of three 

characteristics of the organization: “mission & vision,” its “culture” and its “competence.” The 

matrix takes form by its last middle layer, which consists of both internal and external elements: 

“personality,” “expression,” and the “brand core” (Urde, 2013). 

The matrix can affect both external perceptions of brands and at the same time, explain an 

organizations' internal nature what is linked to the brand. However, before describing each 

element, three critical aspects have to take in consideration. The first aspect, the arrows within 

the matrix (shown in Figure 5) symbolizes the interrelation between all elements, which is 

radiating from the center, the core, and the concent of one element resonates that of the other. 

Secondly, the matrix differentiates three types of values: “organizational” (bottom row); “core” 

– summing up the essence of the corporate brand identity; “external” (top row), is the 

transmission to relevant customers and non-customer stakeholders. Lastly, the framework 

“allows for a market-oriented, brand-oriented or combined approach to the process of defining 

and aligning corporate brand identity” (Urde, 2013p. 751).  
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Figure 5: The Corporate Brand Identity Matrix (CBIM) by Urde (2013, p.750) 

 External elements  

The chapter starts to describe the external elements and contains the sub-chapters, value 

proposition, relationship, and position, as visualized in figure 6. The chapter of external 

elements will give the reader an understanding of how it connects with the market-orientation 

approach.  

According to Urde, Baumgarth, & Merrilees (2013) brand-oriented approach communicates the 

corporate’s identity, and the external elements define its identity. Henceforth, as shown in 

Figure 5, the CBIM consist of three external elements ‘Value proposition’, ‘Relationship,’ and 

‘Position,’ which is seen as the sum of the essence of the corporate brand identity and will to a 

degree of extent influence that image and reputation. Additionally, according to Urde (2013), 

these external elements indicate how the corporate brand should be perceived externally by a 

corporation’s customers and non-customer stakeholder. Moreover, the customers should be 

able to identify themselves with the brand, where the brand has the gift of speech, which has to 

be spoken to the audience. Otherwise, the brand does not exist (Kapferer, 2012). 

2.2.1.1 Value proposition  

According to Rintamäki, Kuusela, and Mitronen (2007), in order to have a competitive value 

proposition lies further away than to have a brand slogan. The value proposition should be seen 

as; “a strategic concept that ties the customer and company perspectives together for value 

External 
elements 

Value 
proposition Relationship Position

Figure 6: Overview of the sub-chapter external elements 
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creation and competitive advantage” (p.630).  Furthermore, the value proposition element is 

based by the ‘Brand Identity Planning Model’ developed by Aaker (2010) and defines value 

proposition as the “statement of the functional, emotional and self-expressive benefits delivered 

by the brand that provides value to the customer […] and drive purchase decisions” (p.95). In 

other words, the element ‘value proposition’ could be described as a combination of alluring 

arguments, which is aimed at specific customers and non-customers stakeholders (Urde, 2013). 

Moreover, what distinguishes an effective value proposition is that there exists a favorable 

relationship between customers and the brand, and ultimately leads to a positive purchasing 

decision and a favorable reputation. In order to highlight the value proposition element in 

strategic discussions is; “What are our key offerings and how do we want them to appeal to 

customers and non-customer stakeholders?”,  (p.754).  

2.2.1.2 Relationship 

The relationship element is an adaption from both Aaker’s (2010) ‘Brand Identity Planning 

model’ and Kapferer ‘Brand Identity Prism’ (1991). Henceforth, according to Urde (2013), the 

corporate brand identity is defined and reflected by its relationship and how it is built over time. 

Additionally, the relationship element is supposed to describe in what manner how a “corporate 

brand delivers its service to its customer, works with them, and relates to them, needs to be 

reflected in the corporate brand identity,” (p. 753). ‘Relationship’ and ‘Culture’ is linked with 

a vertical arrow which demonstrates the interdependence between the external and internal 

elements.  Also, it is typical that a company's brand has several audience groups, and a 

stakeholder group can potentially affect relationships with others, as more relationships have 

disturbed the company's brand. Moreover, they refer to all company’s stakeholder connections, 

(e.g., suppliers, primary customers, and external stakeholder) and they are vital for the company 

as they are an external reflection of elements within the corporate brand, (Urde, 2013).      

2.2.1.3     Position 

There is an essential interdependence between ‘Position’ and the ‘Mission & Vision,’ which is 

shown in the CBIM (Figure 5) with a visualized arrow, which “implies a need to align the 

organization’s reason for being and its direction with the intended position.”, (p. 753). The 

‘Position’ element is based on the ‘Brand identity Planning Model’ by Aaker (2010), and 

defines as “how management wants the corporate brand to be positioned in the market, and in 

the hearts and minds of key customers and non-customer stakeholders,”(Keller, Aperia, & 

Georgson, 2012 cited in Urde 2013, p.753).  The current positioning of the company is what 

the element is referring to, which can be either the market position or the position of the 
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company and its brand in the attention of the customer and non-customer stakeholders (Urde, 

2013). 

 Internal and external elements  

In this section, there will be discussing the Internal and external elements regarding the CBIM 

framework and highlights the interconnection with both of the paradigms of brand-oriented and 

market-oriented approach. ‘Expression’ and ‘Personality’ are located on either side of the brand 

core within the CBIM framework, which is shown in Figure 5, and are constructed to work as 

a bridge between the internal and external components of the corporate brand identity. The 

following sub-chapter will be presented, as seen in Figure 7. 

2.2.2.1 Expression 

Expressions and personality are shaped and connected because the personality is shaped by the 

way it is expressed, which is visualized by the arrows between them in Figure 5. According to 

Olins, (1989); Mollerup, (1997) cited in Urde, (2013) the expression is constructed by a 

combination of tangible and intangible features, such as the tone of voice, design, graphic style 

and logotype. However, the element "Expression" is involved in verbal, visual, and other forms 

of identification as part of a corporate identity. A question that can be asked to highlight this 

element is: "What is unique or special about the way we communicate and express ourselves, 

which makes it possible to recognise us at a distance," (p. 752). According to Kapferer (2012), 

the brand’s qualities represent the corporate brand’s expression regarding its brand prototype 

and flagship product. However, the CBIM acknowledge the visual identity as part of the 

corporate brand identity, while not making it the sole core of it. Internal elements 

“Mission & Vision,” “Culture” and “Competencies” are the three internal elements and 

composes the bottom layer of the matrix, which stands for the nature of the organization and 

what capabilities the organization possesses. The ‘organizational’ elements are the bedrock of 

the internal components of the corporate brand identity and answer strategic questions, i.e., the 

competitiveness of the brand.   

Internal and 
external 
elements 

Expression Brand core Personality

Figure 7: Overview of the sub-chapter Internal and external elements 
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2.2.2.1 Brand core  

‘Brand core’ is the entity of core values that are supporting and leading up to a promise, and 

are the heart of the CBIM, and emphasizes their essential role and weight, to give focus, 

guidance, and coordination in the management of brands. When initiating a strategic discussion 

about a corporate brand core, an organization could ask themselves, “What do we promise and 

what are the core values that sum up what our brand stands for?” (Urde, 2013, p. 752). The 

brand core is the middle of all elements and coherent with the others and inversely, which gives 

brand core the crucial role in the integration of corporate brand identity. The promise, the 

gathered value – the ‘meaningful whole,’ communicates externally and function as a guiding 

role internally for the organization’s, ‘living the brand’ (p. 752).   

2.2.2.1 Personality 

The personality element in the CBIM has its theory from the Brand identity Prism by Kapferer 

(1991), thus instead of a product brand personality, the element refers to the corporate brand 

personality and defines as “the combination of characteristics or qualities that form the 

corporate character,” (p. 752). The difference in the corporate brand personality from product 

brand personality is that the company's brand personality is more dependent on the personality 

and representation of the company's employees, and the product's personality relates to 

consumer and user images. A question that can be set up in strategic discussions to highlight 

this element is: “What combination of human characteristics or qualities forms our corporate 

character?” (p. 752).  

 Internal elements 

Urde, (2013, p. 751) stating that the internal elements and the core, the inside-out approach, or 

the brand-oriented approach is constituting “the foundation and the point of departure.” The 

internal elements chapter presents mission & vision, culture, and competences as the 

organizations internal brand identity elements, as seen in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

Internal 
Elements

Mission & 
Vision Culture Competence

Figure 8: Overview of the sub-chapter Internal Elements 
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2.2.3.1 Mission & Vision  

First and foremost, ‘Mission & Vision’ is built from the Chernatony Brand Vision Model, and 

it is vital to the corporate brand identity as it explains why a corporate exists and what engages 

and motivates to operate on the market, and not just intending to make money. According to 

De Chernatony & Dall’Olmo Riley (1998), the brand vision evolves its mission from a brand’s 

purpose, its philosophy, and its view on the world. In other words, vision is an extension of the 

mission, and it expresses its opinion of where the corporate is heading and what it inspires to 

move forward. Furthermore, if an organization takes a “brand-oriented approach, the mission 

typically represents a point of departure in the process of defining corporate brand identity” 

(Urde, 2013). 

2.2.3.2 Culture  

Culture is an intangible resource, and it is deeply founded within organizations and provides a 

potential competitive advantage because culture differs from organization to organization 

(Urde, 2013). The theoretical basis of the culture element in the CBIM is taken from two 

models. The brand identity prism by Kapferer and Corporate branding tool kit by Hatch and 

Schultz. Hatch and Schultz define culture as “The organization’s values, behaviors, and 

attitudes – that is, the way employees all through the ranks feel about the company they are 

working for,” (p. 5). In other words, the organization culture is an image of its attitudes, values, 

and beliefs, and in the end, how it works and behaves. The corporate culture by Kapferer has 

been described as a “source of the brand’s ‘aspiration’ and its products; services and solutions 

are not the only representation of its culture, but also a means of communication,” (Urde, 2013, 

p. 751). Moreover, the culture element extends the CBIM by including the heritage, the track 

record, country of origin, and iconic leaders, which has a substantial effect of the nature of the 

corporate brand identity (Urde, 2013).  

2.2.3.3 Competences 

Competences are a set of skills or know-how and create special strategic relevance about the 

creation and maintenance of sustainable competitive advantage. The core competence within 

an organization is not easy to imitate, therefore it is essential for organizations to know what it 

is good at, and how it can do better than its competitors in order to stay competitive. Hence, an 

organizations core competence is crucial in the definition of corporate brand identity, which is 

the reason competence have been included as an element in CBIM (Urde, 2013). 

Continuedly, a theoretical basis for what a start-up is and for defining its characteristics to 

distinguish it from established companies, and how brand and start-up links each other have 
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been presented in the next chapter. Moreover, a theoretical pointer is essential to identify an 

early start-up. Thus, to collect data from start-ups within the video game industry, a theoretical 

base need to exist to know where to look.  

2.3 The concept of start-up 

The chapter "The concept of start-up" contains two main sub-chapters. The sub-chapter 

defining a start-up emphasizes the essence of what characterizes a start-up and how to define a 

software start-up, the second chapter “Start-up evolution stages” highlights the stages a start-

up part takes before it becomes an established company. These general areas are essential to 

understand how a start-up operates and what distinguishes them from established companies. 

Figure 9 shows the overlay of how this chapter is constructed.   

By looking into the literature of start-ups, Rode & Vallaster (2005) addresses several challenges 

regarding how entrepreneurs were managing corporate culture, corporate design, corporate, and 

corporate communication and it has been shown that startups corporate brand is heavily 

influenced by its founder and its interaction with other networks. Research conducted by Witt 

& Rode (2005) in the area of corporate branding, reveals empirically based knowledge 

regarding identity formation in the early startup growth phases. The findings of the study prove 

the importance of well-balanced and timely corporate branding activities, which gives 

incitement to start the creation of a corporate brand early, because “internal branding activities 

are at least as important as those communication measures which are directly targeted at 

external recipients like customers and investors.”(p. 292). Henceforth, Witt & Rode are 

highlighting the importance that the corporate brand needs to comprise; Corporate culture, 

Corporate design, Corporate behavior and Corporate communications, and all areas should be 

treated as equally important and need to be consistent.  

The Concept of 
start-up

Defining a start-up Start-up evolution 
stages

Figure 9: A chapter overview of the concept of a start-up, defining a start-up and 
its evolution stages will be discussed in this chapter. 
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 Defining a start-up  

In order to understand branding in start-ups, a first review of what a start-up is must be 

completed. They are grounded on the pre-existing resources constellations, activity patterns and 

connected actors in the network, a company “that is in the first stage of its operation,” (Sanghi 

& Srija, 2002, p. 23), and  “without any organizational structure, acting legally and 

economically in the market for a short time, (Rode & Vallaster, 2005, p. 122) 

In order to endure in the actors' networks, the startup must integrate into the established 

development, production, and usage setting (Oukes & Raesfeld von, 2016). Moreover, 

Weiblen & Chesbrough (2015) views that start-ups have” promising ideas, organizational 

agility, the willingness to take the risk, and aspirations of rapid growth.” Also, a start-up has 

been broadly viewed as a” human institutions aiming to deliver new products or services 

under extreme uncertainty,” (Ries, 2011, cited in Klotins et al., 2019, p. 2).  

However, since software start-ups are more frequently mentioned, several authors have been 

less successful with formulating a sound and distinctive definition, (Sánchez-Gordón, Colomo-

Palacios, de Amescua Seco, & O’Connor, 2016; Unterkalmsteiner et al., 2016). 

Unterkalmsteiner et al. (2016) define software start-up as “newly founded companies 

developing software-intensive products under time and resource pressures,” which is almost in 

line with Carmel (1994) that viewed start-ups as new, market-driven organizations which have 

an aim to launch software product in a fast manner with minimal resources. Still, the original 

idea is that the core of a software start-up is the development and maintenance of software-

intensive products (Hyrynsalmi et al., 2018). Hence according to Klotins (2018), any failings 

in the product development could put a stop the attempt to build a sustainable business. Klotins 

et al. (2019) define software start-ups as “small companies created to develop and to market an 

innovative and software-intensive product and to aim to benefit from economies of scale.”  

2.3.1.1 Start-up characteristics   

Several authors have adopted Table 5 in later studies, e.g., (Giardino, Bajwa, Wang, & 

Abrahamsson, 2015; Giardino, Paternoster, Unterkalmsteiner, Gorschek, & Abrahamsson, 

2016; Gralha, Damian, Wasserman, Goulão, & Araújo, 2018; Klotins, Unterkalmsteiner, & 

Gorschek, 2019), and are created by Peter noster et al., (2014), to define what a start-up is and 

to justify their uniqueness. Hence, the table is only meant to illustrate how authors use the term 

‘software start-up,” which will give support to distinguish start-ups from established 

companies.   
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Table 5: Terms that characterizing software start-ups  
Source: Adapted by Peter Noster et al.,(2014, p. 29) cited in (Klotins, 2018, p. 3-4). 

Feature Description 
Lack of resources Economical, human, and physical resources are extremely limited. 
Highly Reactive Startups can quickly react to changes in the underlying market, 

technologies, and product. (compared to more established 
companies) 

Innovation Given the highly competitive ecosystem, startups need to focus on 
highly innovative segments of the market. 

Uncertainty Startups deal with a highly uncertain ecosystem under different 
perspectives: market, product features, competition, people and 
finance 

Rapidly evolving Successful startups aim to grow and scale rapidly 
Time-pressure The environment often forces startups to release fast and to work 

under constant pressure (terms sheets, demo days, investors’ 
requests) 

Third-party 
dependency 

Due to lack of resources, to build their product, startups heavily rely 
on external solutions: External APIs, Open Source Software, 
outsourcing. 

Small Team Startups start with a small number of individuals. 
One product Company’s activities gravitate around one product/service only. 
Low-experienced 
team 

A good part of the development team is formed by people with less 
than five years of experience and often recently graduated students. 

New company The company has been recently created 
Flat organization Startups are usually founders-centric, and everyone in the company 

has significant responsibilities, with no need for high-management. 
Highly risky The failure rate of startups is exceptionally high. 
Not self-sustained Especially in the early stage, startups need external funding to 

sustain their activities (e.g., Venture Capitalist, Angel Investments, 
Personal Funds.) 

 
Furthermore, Blank (2013) views the main differences between start-ups and established 

organizations is how the two parts manage their business model, the established organization 

aim to execute their business model, while the start-ups are searching for one. The software 

engineers focus is pointing mainly on iterative development, frequent product releases, and 

extensive use of customer feedback, which is very similar to market-driven product 

development in established organizations, (Dahlstedt, Karlsson, Persson, NattochDag, & 

Regnell, 2003). However, according to Startup Compass Inc (2015) cited in Klotins, et al. 

(2019, p. 70) “Established companies who aim to shape their products to address a known 

market need, start-up companies attempt to identify an unmet market need and to invent a 

product satisfying this need.” In contrary, companies that are termed as ‘software start-ups’ 

share many features with small and medium organizations, i.e., market pressure, youth and 

immaturity, and limited resources, Klotins et al., (2019).   

 Start-up evolution stages 

The brand building process should begin early as the branding process takes time, and the brand 

building process should the focus be both on the internal and external processes, as they have 
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according to Witt & Rode (2005) a vital success in start-ups in general. Moreover, Maja Ruzzier 

and Mitja Ruzzier (2015) argues to have a competitive position in the market brand building 

process has to go beyond the visual elements and focus on the value-adding process within the 

organization. Therefore, it is essential to understand the theoretical aspects of how the stages of 

the start-up process evolve.  

Klotins et al. (2019, p. 3) present, four stages have been conducted as a basis for explaining 

start-up evolution and define them, i.e., ‘Inception,’ ‘Stabilization,’ ‘Growth’ and ‘Maturity,’ 

see Table 6. The first stage, ‘Inception,’ is where a start-up aims and focus on building its first 

version of its products. The author defines this stage as the “stage between ideation of product 

until the start-up releases the first product release to the first customer” (Klotins et al., 2019, 

p. 3). The main goal in this stage is to scope and build the ‘minimum viable product,’ by 

balancing internal resources, i.e., needs of customers, available resources, time.   

The second stage, ‘Stabilization,’ is the stage between the first released product and the 

readiness for scaling. The main focus within this stage is to ensure that the product can be 

decommissioned, without giving the development team extra work. Three essential product 

goals at this stage are; easy maintenance, scale, and supporting infrastructures, such as 

operations and customer support.   

Furthermore, the third stage, ‘Growth,’ the aim is set on attaining the desired market share and 

growth rate, which indicate that most effort is shifting towards marketing and sales from 

product issues. However, according to the authors, the company should cope with a flow of 

new customer requirements and products variations for different markets.  Last stage, 

‘Maturity,’ is when a start-up is transitioning to an established organization with the aim at 

preserving established market share and polishing their over-all operation.   

According to Klotins et al. (2019), in the early stages, start-ups are focusing on finding related 

problems and devising solutions. However, late, when the start-up is finalizing their products, 

the focus shifts towards marketing and improving the efficiency of a start-up’s daily operations.  

I. Inception A start-up aims to build the first version 
of its product 

II. Stabilization The product is developed further with 
customer input and prepared for scaling 

III. Growth The aim is set to achieving desired 
market share, growth rate. 
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Table 6: The Start-up life-cycle model 
Source: Adapted from Klotins et al. (2019, p. 3)  

2.4 The video game industry  

The research conducted by Stenbacka (2008, p. 1) has shown that “if the brand is weak even a 

good-quality game and very broad porting cannot compensate for the negative impact of a weak 

brand.” Therefore, the branding building process within the video game industry is vital for the 

company’s discoverability. Hence, this chapter will highlight the general theoretical aspects of 

what an independent game developer is.  

 Structures within the video game industry  

The video game industry (hereinafter referred to as the gaming industry) is, as in other cultural 

and creative industries (e.g., films), an increasingly complex and expensive business to develop. 

Video games require workers, also known as ‘developers,’ who represent the creative actor in 

the game industry and their main business focus are to design and create interactive experiences 

and to satisfy consumers’ evolving expectations. However, there is a significant difference in 

the development process between game development and other creative industries, such as the 

need of programming, design, project management, and software testing, (Tschang, 2007).  

Henceforth, the game developers work mostly in project form and are responsible for game title 

programming and code, (Charne, 2012).  

Furthermore, Tschang (2007) describes the development of games can affect several different 

platforms (e.g., Console, PC or Mobile games) or genres such as first-person shooter, Arcades, 

Sports, and game developers often specialize in a specific variant of these. According to Charne 

(2012), the programming language and design tools differ depending on which game product a 

developer is focusing on.  

Urde's framework covers the culture of an organization and is a high and broad reflection of its 

attitudes and values and beliefs, and also of how it works and behaves, and video game 

companies are not any different of any other companies, in fact, the development process is 

more interconnected. Zackariasson, Styhre, and Wilson (2006) cite in Toftedahl et al., (2018, 

p. 4) describe the game development process of a game development organization as an 

“interconnected structure where teams of various competencies are working closely together 

to develop a game.” The team consists of several different department teams, such as Art, 

VI. Maturity A start-up transitions into an established 
organization 
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programming, audio, design, and the team communicates both on the manager and worker 

levels.   

However, Tschang (2007) define the gaming industry with three main actors, i.e., ‘independent 

studios’ (also known as developers), ‘publishers’ and ‘consumers.’ Additionally, time change 

and so makes the progress of the gaming industry. The digital distribution systems have 

emphasized the ’globalness’ of the gaming industry and have increased distribution flexibility. 

For example, today a game produced by a developer in a small rural village in the corner of the 

world can be marketed and sold globally, which is in favor for small development teams such 

as ‘indie game developers,’ (Toftedahl et al., 2018).  However, a global market means global 

competition, and Stenbacka (2008) argues that a strong brand compensates for a lack of game 

quality. 

The definition of indie game development is somewhat complicated and challenging; it is has 

seen both as a genre and as a development style. Separate ‘indie game developer’ from AAA 

developer is one way, but it is not entirely accurate.  According to Garda & Grabarczyk (2016), 

"independence" for indie has three types of independence: "Financial Independence," "Creative 

Independence," and "Independence Publishing." To be classified as independent at least one of 

the three must be fulfilled, see Table 7 below.  

Table 7: Three types of independence  
Source: (Toftedahl et al., 2018, p. 4) 
Financial Independence • Own funding, not dependent on third-party. 

• No financial support  
(Including receiving hardware or software for development, 
office space or legal expertise)   

Creative Independence • The developer constitutes the game content  
• Influenced by another source  

Independence Publishing • If the developer studio act as its publisher, it is fulfilling the 
criteria of being publishing independence   

 

Additionally, there are areas within the independent production that emphasizes the socio-

cultural aspects due to the community around a small indie team, which consider being an 

essential factor in defining indie game development, Parker (2013).  

 

As mentioned before by Toftedahl et al. (2018), when small independent game companies 

digitally distribute their games, they immediately acting on a global arena. The traditionally 

linear value chain created by Egenfeldt-Nielsen, Smith, & Tosca, (2013), is no longer linear, 

see Figure 10. The fast-phased industry has begun to shift from the processes where the game 
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developer created the game for a publisher, and then creating agreements with distributors, and 

acting with retailers and then furthermore reaches the end customer, (Toftedahl et al., 2018).   

PwC (2013), a market analyst firm, have proposed an updated description of the value chain in 

the digitally distributed media business. They mention that it is difficult to explain the digital 

market today due to the flexibility relationship between the actors involved.  According to PwC, 

“[…] digital content is not bound by the constraints of traditional media. An individual content producer 

can take their product direct to the consumer, via iTunes, YouTube, or similar,” (PwC, 2013, p. 4 cited 

in Toftedahl et al., 2018, p. 3).” 

 

 

Figure 10: The Game Industry Value Chain (Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2013) 

2.5 The frame of Reference 

The primary purpose of this subchapter is to connect the reviewed literature to the research 
question to help answer it. Later, the frame of reference will serve as a basis for the structure 
of the interview guide for data collection. 

It is essential to visualize the relationship between the research question of the study and the 

relevant theory that is presented. Therefore, a frame of reference has been constructed (Figure 

11), which is based on a selection of literature (see Table 8) to answer the research question;  

 How does brand identity elements evolve in the inception phase of video 
game start-ups? 

 

Hardware 
manufacturer

Game 
developer Publisher Distributor Retail Consumer
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Figure 11: The frame of reference based on The Corporate Brand Identity Matrix framework. 
Source: Adapted from Urde (2013, p. 758) 

The nature of the literature review covers all aspects of the theories that are relevant to the 

research. Henceforth, the literature review is based on the literature that is central to the research 

question, which will create a guide for further data gathering. The three major areas; brand 

strategy, corporate brand identity matrix, and the concept of start-ups are captured within the 

literature review. 

Table 8 - Framework for the research question  
Source: Adapted from Urde (2013 cited in Urde & Greyser 2016)(Urde & Greyser, 2016) 

Author(s) Concept Definition/Description Operational 
definition/measurement  

(Aaker, 2010, p. 95) Value 
proposition 

“A brand’s value proposition is 
a statement of the functional, 
emotional, and self-expressive 
benefits delivered by the brand 
that provide value to the 
customer. An effective value 
proposition should lead to a 
brand-customer relationship 
and drive purchase decisions.” 

What are our key offerings and 
how do we want them to appeal 
to customers and non-customer 
stakeholders? 

(Aaker, 2010; Kapferer, 
2012) 

Relationship Brand Identity Prism: Kapferer,  
Brand Identity Planning Model: 
Aaker 

What should be the nature of our 
relationship with key customers 
and non-customer stakeholders? 

(Aaker, 2010, p. 176) Position “Brand position is the part of 
the brand identity and value 

What is our intended position in 
the market, and in the hearts and 
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proposition that is to be actively 
communicated to the target 
audience and that demonstrate 
an advantage over competing 
brands.” 

minds of key customers and 
noncustomer stakeholders? 

(Olins, 1989; Mollerup, 
1997 cited in Urde, 2013). 

Expression “A combination of tangible and 
intangible features, such as the 
tone of voice, design, graphic 
style and logotype.” 
 

What is unique or special about 
the way we communicate and 
express ourselves, making it 
possible to recognise us at a 
distance? 

(Baumgarth et al., 2011, 

p. 3) 

 

Promise and 
core values 

“The Market and Brand 
Orientation Framework 
positions core values at its 
center, together with the brand 
promise, in such a way that the 
brand core is ‘the strategic 
focal point’” 

What do we promise, and what 
are the core values that sum up 
what our brand stands for? 

(Kapferer, 2012, p. 183) Personality “A brand has a personality. By 
communicating, it gradually 
builds up character.”; From 
Kapferer’s Brand Identity 
Prism. 

What combination of human 
characteristics or qualities forms 
our corporate character? 

 (Collin & Porras, 1997, 

cited in Urde, 2013) 

 

 

 

Mission Mission – “The organization’s 
fundamental reason for 
existence beyond just making 
money.” 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
What engages us, beyond the 
aim of making money (mission)? 
What is our direction and 
inspiration (vision)? (De Chernatony & 

Dall’Olmo Riley, 1998, 

p. 1083) 

 

Vision Vision - “The brand vision 
specifies the brand’s purpose, 
its philosophy and view on the 
world, from which evolves its 
mission, indicating what the 
brand needs to do to achieve its 
vision 
 

(Kapferer, 2012) Culture Brand Identity Prism: Kapferer 
Corporate branding tool kit: 
Hatch and Schultz 

What are our attitudes and how 
do we work and behave? 

(Urde, 2013, p. 752) Competence “The competitiveness and value 
of a corporate brand as a 
resource are reflected in the 
answers to such strategic 
questions as what the 
organisation is particularly 
good at, what special knowledge 
and ways of working make it 
stand out, and what it does 
better than the competition.” 

What are we particularly good 
at, and what makes us better 
than the competition? 
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3 Methodology 
The following section presents the methodology used to implement the dissertation, and 

together with incentives for why different methods and strategies were used. Figure 12 gives 

the reader an overview of the methodology chapter.  

 

Figure 12: An overview and visual representation of the research design. 

3.1 Research Purpose  

There are three different research purposes, ‘exploratory,’ ‘descriptive’ and ‘explanatory.’ The 

first, ‘exploratory’ is according to Robson (2002, p.59, cited in Saunders, Thornhill, & Lewis, 

2009) to find out; “what is happening; to seek new insight; to ask questions and assess 

phenomena in a new light.” Second, ‘descriptive’ research purpose has its aim to describe a 

particular situation or phenomena, as Robson puts it “to portray an accurate profile of persons, 

events or situation (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  The last research purpose of the 

three, ‘explanatory’ is to focus on studying a situation or a problem to explain the connection 

between variables, (Saunders et al., 2009). This dissertation has its purpose of studying the 

brand identity situation in video games start-ups, which gives the incentive to adopt an 

exploratory research purpose.  

3.2 Research approach 

An extensive literature review has been done with established theory and related studies in order 

to test if the CBIM Framework is applicable in a start-up a situation within the video game 

industry. For this reason, this dissertation has aimed to apply a deductive and interpretive 

research approach.  
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The interpretive methodology approach is defined as “a philosophical position which is 

concerned with understanding the way we as humans make sense of the world around us,” 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p.593). It also called “qualitative research” in some disciplines, which 

means that all information is gathered through a filter of social constructs, cultural norms, and 

relationship. The research approach can either be ‘quantitative,’ ‘qualitative,’ or mixed 

depending on the research purpose, (Creswell & Creswell, 2017). The main distinction between 

quantitative and qualitative research is that quantitative research tends to be more focused on 

numbers, while qualitative research is more centric to words. Also, quantitative approach is 

where when a researcher or the investigator primarily practices postpositivist claims for 

developing knowledge, such as “cause and effect thinking, reduction to specific variables and 

hypotheses and questions, use of measurement and observation, and the test of theories,” (p.18). 

Moreover, a qualitative approach is based on constructivist perspective, which is “the multiple 

meanings of individual experience, meanings socially and historically constructed, with an 

intent of developing a theory or pattern,” (p.18).  According to Creswell & Creswell, the mixed 

research is a combination of both, which is typical when the researcher tends to base knowledge 

requirements on pragmatic grounds (e.g., consequence-oriented, problem-centric, and 

pluralistic).  However, the purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the more profound 

understanding of the studied area, which is why a ‘qualitative’ approach has been chosen, as 

the purpose is to explore social interactions, relationships, and networks.  

3.3 Research strategy  

Saunders et al., (2009, p. 177) are declaring that a strategy “is a plan of action for achieving a 

goal," so a research strategy, may therefore be, a plan for how research can answer the research 

question. There are several different strategies presented by Saunders and to apply for 

conducting a research study, i.e., ‘surveys,’ ‘grounded theory,’ ‘experiment,’ ‘case study,’ 

‘action research,’ ‘ethnography’ and ‘archival research.’ However, this dissertation has its 

purpose of exploring video game start-ups brand identity practice, and therefore, this study has 

chosen a different strategy approach than what Saunders et al., (2009) presents.  

Edmondson & McManus, (2007, p. 1155), defines field research in management as “systematic 

studies that rely on the collection of original data-qualitative or quantitative-in real 

organizations,” and present in their study three archetypes of Methodological Fit in field 

research; Nascent, Intermediate and Mature, and are described in Table 9. 
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Table 9: The three archetypes of methodological fit in field research.  
Source:(Edmondson & McManus, 2007, p. 1160) 

State of Prior Theory and 
Research 

Nascent Intermediate Mature 

Research Question Open-ended inquiry 
about a phenomenon of 
interest 

Proposed relationship 
between new and 
established constructs 

Focused questions 
and/or hypotheses 
relating existing 
constructs 

Type of data collected Qualitative, initially 
open-ended data that 
need to be interpreted 
for meaning  

Hybrid, both qualitative 
and quantitative 

Quantitative data; 
focused measures where 
extent or amount is 
meaningful 

 

Illustrative methods for 
collecting data 

Interviews; 
observations; obtaining 
documents or other 
material from field 
sites relevant to the 
phenomena of interest 

Interviews observations; 
surveys; obtaining 
material from field sites 
relevant to the 
phenomena of interest 

Surveys; interviews or 
observations designed to 
be systematically coded 
and quantified; obtaining 
data from field sites that 
measure the extent or 
number of salient 
constructs 

Constructs and measures Typically, new 
construct, few formal 
measures 

Typically, one or more 
new constructs and/or 
new measures 

Typically relying heavily 
on existing constructs 
and measures 

Goal of data analyses Pattern identification  Preliminary or 
exploratory testing of 
new propositions and/or 
new constructs 

Formal hypothesis 
testing 

Data analysis methods Thematic content 
analysis coding for 
evidence of constructs  

Content analysis, 
exploratory statistics, 
and preliminary tests 

Statistical inference, 
standard statistical 
analyses 

Theoretical contribution A suggestive theory, 
often an invitation for 
further work on the 
issue or set of issues 
opened up by the study 

A provisional theory, 
often one that integrates 
previously separate 
bodies of work 

A supported theory that 
may add specificity, new 
mechanisms, or new 
boundaries to existing 
theories 

 

The research design in this dissertation is in line with the nascent high-quality field research 

focus. The construct of this study is new, its aim to investigate indie game developer's brand 

identity has not been done before, the research approach is qualitative, and the research question 

of this dissertation is open-ended, which indicates that a nascent approach is very suitable for 

this research. Furthermore, this research strategy provides a base of how this research will 

handle research data collection and analysis methods, but it will be discussed later in the method 

chapter. 
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3.4 Sampling selection 

There are two available sampling techniques, ‘probability’ or ‘non-probability.’ Probability 

sampling is mainly performed for statistical research and would be inappropriate for qualitative 

research.  The probability sample is a selected unit which is chosen from a random population 

to produce a statistical representative data of the population. Furthermore, in order to study a 

population with a qualitative approach, a non-probability sample would be preferred. The main 

reason for this is that the study sample, the population is based on its characteristics, which 

means the units reflect the features or groups within the population universe, (Ritchie, Lewis, 

Nicholls, & Ormston, 2013; Saunders et al., 2009).   

 Non-probability sampling techniques 

The units are well chosen to reflect specific characteristics of or groups within the sampled 

population. In this qualitative study, the units within the population are start-ups of video games 

developers in northern Sweden. This test is not intended to be statistically representative, but 

instead, the population's characteristics have been used as the starting point for the sample 

selection. The samples categorized as ‘homogeneous sampling,’ which focus on one 

phenomenon/sub-group, in this case, start-ups within the gaming industry. The primary purpose 

with this approach is it will enable to study the sampled population in great depth, (Ritchie et 

al., 2013; Saunders et al., 2009). 

3.4.1.1 Universe  

The central universe of the sample population are start-ups in their early stage. As mentioned 

in previous chapter software start-ups are difficult to define, but with the help of past research 

following characteristics presented in Table 6, and help from incubators, a sample size of five 

has been found.   

3.4.1.1.1 Sweden 

The thesis focuses on the Swedish start-up market, more specifically northern Sweden. Botnia-

Atlantica, an EU-funded program that started in 2014 and reaches by 2020 and finances 

cooperation projects between the regions in Sweden, Finland and Norway, (Interreg, 2015)  

Qvarken Game Industry, an EU-funded program started in 2017 and operates in the 

Westrobothnia and Ostrobothnia region, and has as a project to strengthen and accelerate the 

start-up phase for companies in the gaming industry. They give business support for free of 

charge and provide financial support (e.g., transportation and accommodation costs) (Qvarken 

Game Industry, 2018). Moreover, the incubator Arctic Game Lab is also a growing initiative to 
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help the gaming industry to grow. They have as a mission to be part of the creation of a stable 

gaming industry platform in northern Sweden (Umea, Skelleftea, Pitea, Boden, and Lulea), 

(Arctic Game Lab, 2016). Therefore, due to this attention and business support in northern 

Sweden, it offers excellent opportunities to study start-ups more closely and carry out the 

research in this geographical area.  

3.5 Data collection  

The research philosophy ‘interpretivism’ relation to data collection techniques is, i.e., ‘small 

samples,’ ‘in-depth investigations’ and ‘qualitative,’ Saunders et al., (2009). This approach 

means the data collection method will be highly influenced by the adopted research philosophy 

and the nature of the research. The employed data collection method can be many and used in 

several combinations, which was mentioned earlier, i.e., ‘interviews,’ ‘observations,’ 

‘questionnaires,’ ‘documentary analysis.’ What is deciding which technique there to be used 

depends on the nature of the study, the quantity, and what kind of data.  

Henceforth, in this dissertation, interviews were the primary chosen data.  

 Interviews 

There are several forms of the interview which have its definite purpose if a study either has a 

quantitative or qualitative approach.  Due to the qualitative nature of this dissertations approach, 

‘non-standardized’ interviews have been chosen, which means a selection of either ‘semi-

structured’ or ‘in-depth’ must take in consideration (Saunders et al., 2009). 

Semi-structured interviews will have a selection of themes and questions to be covered, and 

some of them will vary depending from interview to interview and is more frequent in 

descriptive studies. When performing a semi-structured interview, the interviewer can overlook 

some questions to adapt to the research topic while performing the interview.  Another specific 

characteristic of the semi-structured interview is that the flow is more important than the actual 

order of the questions. However, there may be additional requirements for questions in order to 

answer the research question and objectives (Saunders et al., 2009). 

In-depth interviews are also referred to as ‘unstructured interviews’ and are categorized as an 

informal interview technique and are more frequently used in exploratory studies. This kind of 

interview has no predetermined list of questions to work through. However, the interviewer 

needs to have a clear picture of what to explore. The main distinction between semi-structured 

and in-depth interview is how freely the respondent can talk. In an in-depth interview, the 
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respondent will be allowed to talk freely about events, behavior, and beliefs concerning the 

topic area (Saunders et al., 2009).  The primary interview approach where generally face-to-

face, but in one situation, it was through live stream.  

Henceforth, this dissertation has chosen to apply an in-depth interview to seek respondents’ 

thoughts around the presented topic areas and given purpose, which is shown in Table 10. 

Besides, the respondents are viewed as experts as they are the founders of their organization 

and only, they can answer truthfully of their own organization’s operation, which could signify 

an interpretive knowledge, a “knowwhy.” The applied interview approach is defined as 

exploratory expert interview and is primarily to provide an orientation of the mentioned topic 

areas (Bogner, Littig, & Menz, 2009).  

Furthermore, to gather data to answer the research question, an interview guide has been 

constructed to give a clear picture of what must be explored when to perform the interviews, 

(see Appendix 1). Also, an illustration of presented topics and related interview questions is 

presented according to its external or internal characteristics, see Figure 11.  

According to McCracken (1988), qualitative data is generally cluttered, disorganized data. 

Therefore, it is essential to use a recording device while an interview is active. It gives the 

researcher the benefits of replaying the meeting to retrieve and extract direct quotes later. 

Hereafter, all interviews have been digitally recorded on a personal handheld device (mobile 

phone) and by extern microphone connection from a laptop, and later been manually transcript. 

The duration of each interview is presented in Table 11.  

Table 10 - An overview of the interview questions 
Source: Adapted from Urde (2013) 

Topic Question(s) Purpose of the questions 

General information about the 

respondent and their start-up 

1 – 6  Establish the identity of the 

interviewee 

Value proposition 7 – 11  

 

To collect data about the brand 

element from the interviewee 

related to their start-up 

Relationship 12 – 15 

Positioning 16 – 18 

Personality 19 – 20 

Core Values 21 – 23 

Expression 24 – 25 

Mission & Vision 26 – 27 

Culture 28 – 30 

Competence 31 – 33 
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Table 11: The overview of the collected data 

Company Founded Profile of the 
company 

Employees Business 
stage 

Time of 
interview 
(minutes) 

Transcript 
(pages) 

Pixadome 2017 Indie games 
developer 

2 Inception 40 7 

Raincoat 
Republic 

2019 Indie games 
developer 

6 Inception 50 10 

Frozen 
Waffle 

2018 Indie games 
developer 

3 Inception 40 8 

Flattail 
Studios 

2019 Indie games 
developer 

3 Inception 30 5 

Kappa 
Arc 
Studios 

2019 Indie games 
developer 

2 Inception 60 12 

3.6 Data analysis  

The primary source of information in the dissertation is from in-depth interviews, were all 

interviews were recorded and then transcribed. The reason for transcribing each interview is to 

prevent the loss of valuable information and to allow the author to give attention during the 

interviews entirely. Additionally, this transcription was made right after the interviews were 

conducted, which facilitates the process due to the data were still fresh in mind. It has been 

mentioned before; an in-depth interview creates a messy pile of primary data, which makes it 

more challenging to obtain a clear-cut answer. Therefore, in this dissertation, the author has 

used the ‘general inductive approach’ as a data analysis method.   

According to Thomas (2006, p. 238) there are three purposes for using an inductive approach: 

first is "to condense extensive and varied raw text data into brief, summary format," the second 

is "to establish a clear link between the research objective and the summary findings derived 

from the raw data." Lastly, "to a develop a model or theory about the underlying structure of 

experience or processes which are evident in the raw data." With these purposes in mind, the 

approach is to create meaning in complex data and to provide order for raw data by creating 

and identifying it in themes (Thomas, 2006). 

Furthermore, according to Thomas (2006) coding, the data is where the research objective is 

evaluated and where relevant themes are identified. Due to the nature of the framework, there 

are nine elements from the CBIM, which is the foundation of the interview guide, although 

some question had to be rephrased to the respondents when they had a problem to understand 

a question, but only in a way to clarify the original question.  
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In a general inductive approach, the findings are affected by the evaluation objectives and the 

research issue for the dissertation. Thus, the outcome is based on an analysis of the raw data. 

To identify the different themes in the transcribed material, the author had to summarize each 

interview individually, which were based on the questions asked throughout the interview. The 

approach created the ability to get an overview of the newly created refined data.  

An inductive approach means a bottom-up approach and is driven by what is in the data, which 

means it is a series of phases. This data analysis process is called thematic analysis and is used 

“for systematically identifying, organizing and offering insight into patterns of meaning 

(themes) across a data set” (Braun, Clarke, Hayfield, & Terry, 2019), see Figure 13 for an 

illustration of the thematic analysis process of this dissertation.   

According to Braun et al., (2019) the thematic analysis process contains six phases, but the sixth 

phase is not really a phase, it is referred to the production of the report itself. Therefore, only 

the first five phases will be discussed and reflected on in this dissertation.  The first phase is 

common to all forms of qualitative analysis, which means the researcher has to familiarize with 

the collected data, which in this study said to transcribe and summarize each recorded interview 

into word files. After that, the second phase was initialized, and coding took place. In this phase 

codes represented a pitchy summary and described the content, still there were some occasions 

where the author had to go beyond the participants’ meanings and provide interpretation about 

the meaning of the data content, which Braun et al., (2019, p. 61) defines as “meanings that lie 

beneath the semantic surface of data.”   

The third phase is about to search for sub-themes or categories, which “involves reviewing the 

coded data to identify areas of similarity and overlap between codes” (p. 63).  The process 

involved clustering codes that shared the same functions or the same properties, giving a 

coherent and meaningful patterning of its contents and can be used as the first sub-theme. The 

fourth phase is a recursive process, and instead of creating new final themes, the author 

examined the relationship with both coded data and dataset, but also whether it had any 

correspondence with the brand identity elements, which is in this study, as previously 

mentioned, the last themes. The fifth phase is defining, and the naming process was therefore 

already done for, because they are already provided from the framework, which the interview 

question is based on, and it is central to keep them as they were due to later reflection and 

comparison with Urde’s research.  
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Figure 13: The thematic analysis process 

3.7 A critical review of the research method 

The implementation of qualitative research can mean problems that are related to the quality of 

the study. In the section ‘Critical review of research method’ covers the discussion measures 

taken to avoid certain risks that question the quality of the research.  It is common to apply the 

concepts ‘reliability’ and ‘validity’ to evaluate the quality or sustainability of research. 

Therefore, both concepts will be covered separately to present and explain several important 

issues that can be linked to this dissertation.      

 Reliability  

Reliability refers to whether or not a repetition of the study would produce the same result 

(Saunders et al., 2009). However, according to Ritchie et al., (2013), the term ‘replication’ in 

qualitative research is seen as naïve because of the complexity and inevitable context of the 

phenomena. Therefore, the authors note that it is often to avoid seeking reliability in qualitative 

research. They argue that the researcher of qualitative research should instead use similar 

concepts that feel to have greater resonance with goals and values, (p. 270).  Hence the 

following issues presented by Ritchie et al., (2013, p. 272) will consider the dissertations 

reliability: ‘Sample design/selection,’ ‘Fieldwork,’ Analysis,’ and ‘Opportunity for all 

perspectives.’ 

Sample design/selection: The selection of the thesis follows the sampling technique of non-

probability, which refers to the researchers' subjective assessment. The sample also follows the 

homogeneous sampling, and the respondents who participated in the in-depth interview all had 

a connection to either the Arctic Game Lab or the Qvarken Game industry. Furthermore, all 

within the sample selection can be described by presented features from Table 5. Moreover, the 

respondents were not known by the researcher, which minimizes the risk of composing a biased 

interview.  

Familiarize 
with the 
collected 
data

The initial 
coding

A search 
for themes

Initial sub-
theme

Identifying 
the final 
themes, 

sub-
themes 

and codes
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Fieldwork: In conducting the fieldwork, the respondents in the in-depth interview had the 

opportunity to express themselves freely, but within the research topic. In order to keep all 

interview to the same topic, the interview followed a range of questions from the presented 

interview guide to ensure all topic areas were covered.  

Analysis: The applied analysis method has been performed by comparing data collected from 

each in-depth interview to studied literature. By following a structured procedure, there is no 

room for speculation. Therefore, the analysis has been performed objectively. 

Opportunity for all perspectives: The in-depth interview allows the respondent to speak freely, 

which means that everyone who participated had the same opportunity to cover each topic as 

best they could. Additionally, there was no time limit, but most of the interviews were around 

30 to 60 minutes long.  

 Validity  

The validity of data refers to ‘correctness’ or ‘precision’ of research reading. However, there 

have been some attempts within qualitative literature to steer away from the concept of validity. 

Instead, other terms such as ‘credibility’ and ‘transferability’ have been used. The primary 

purpose, after all, is to assess the correctness of a research project, can be divided into two 

dimensions, either internal or external validity.  The term ‘Internal validity’ refers to the “extent 

to which findings can be attributed to intervention rather than any flaws,”(Saunders et al., 2009, 

p. 143) in the research design. By other means, internal validity is about if the research 

investigates it claims to investigate. Furthermore according to Saunders et al., (2009) external 

validity are more complicated, it is sometimes referred to ‘Generalizability’ and defines as 

“whether your findings may be equally applicable to other research settings,” (p. 158), or “’the 

abstract constructs or postulates generated, refined or tested’ are applicable to other groups 

within the population,” Ritchie et al., (2013, p. 273). 

The validity aspects that cover this dissertation are question-based on following issues: ‘Sample 

coverage,’ ‘capture of the phenomena,’ ‘identification,’ and ‘display,’ (p. 274).   

Sample coverage: The main criteria for the selection were the contact and communication with 

the incubators in the geographical location. The selection was already identified as early game 

developers by the incubators, which clarified the authenticity of the startups.  
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Capture of the phenomena: By conducting an in-depth interview in a relaxed environment, the 

respondents could freely discuss their thoughts and experiences. The data collection was 

designed to maximize the capture of the phenomena. 

Identification or labeling: In some cases, follow-up questions have been asked to ensure that 

the respondent interprets the subject, which was done to give a correct identification of the 

phenomenon. Then the results from the data collection have been categorized to match the 

corresponding categories in the studied literature. 

Display: The results of the data collection prove to provide an overall understanding, given this, 

all data has been presented in a certain way to clarify it, instead of adjusting it to suit the subject.  

4 Results 
This is the chapter in which the dissertation results from the analysis of the field study are 

presented. Implementation of this process, an understanding and getting to know how indie 

games start-ups managing brand identity, within line to answer the research question;  

How does brand identity elements evolve in the inception phase of video 

game start-ups? 

In addition, by presenting the analysis of the field study, this should aim to give an answer to 

the research question. In additions, to ease the navigation of the findings in this chapter, a 

thematic map has been created and is presented below, see Figure 14. The thematic map shows 

the findings from the field study, where data has been translated into codes, which have been 

categorized into subcategories and then later been divided into themes according to the 

framework’s brand elements. Each theme will be given its part and presented accordingly, and 

the analysis will be presented after that.  
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Figure 14 The thematic analysis 

4.1 Value proposition 

The value proposition varies a little between the studied companies, some of them already have 

a customer base, and some had not, all the respondents had made several approaches to non-

customers. However, the perspective of their offered value was mainly expressed through 

product features;   

"Are they gamers from the beginning they will like it when the game is 
pretty challenging [...] this is such a game for those who like to be 

tormented." – Pixadome 

Pixadome further explains about how the product feels and how it expresses its message by 

using bright and joyful colors. According to the respondent, much of values lies with its artistic 

expression, it speaks both to the customers and non-customers. Requests for buying the game 

have already begun, yet the product is not finished. However, Flattail shows another side of its 

value creation and its competitive advantage, mainly its access to million protentional 

customers throughout their developed social platform;  
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“Considering that we are in direct contact with one million potential 
players who have […] one of our founders as their idol a little, they follow 

him as a person.” – Flattail 

Their approach is different and focuses more about to create a product for a predefined customer 

base, and that is much different compared to the others in the survey, which is developing their 

product first and then try to sell it. In other means, they are more focused to show value for the 

non-customer stakeholder than the others.    

Furthermore, there is a slight difference among the respondent’s interpretation of their value 

proposition, some of them do working on their vertical slice. However, they are expressing their 

team as their value, where they see their strength in their teamwork and the number of hours of 

experience in the industry;   

“... I dare not even guess how many hours we have as ... I say competence, 
but with competence, I mean, as hours of experience in the industry as a 

user together with the work team.” – Raincoat Republic 

Moreover, the founder shows there is a coherence between value proposition and teamwork, 

thus the presented artwork and the number of hours they put into their intellectual property. 

However, it is difficult for them to drive and create purchase decisions when the products not 

finished and to get noticed. In the early stage of their start-up, most of their daily work is about 

to promote their product idea and its entertaining values, and for this, they plan or do use various 

social applications to deliver that value, but also participating on events to display vertical slices 

to show development accomplishment on game fairs.  

Table 12: Quotations related to the topic of Value proposition 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Pixadome "Are they gamers from the beginning they will like it when the game is pretty 
challenging [...] this is such a game for those who like to be tormented." 

 
 

Product 
feature 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Value 

Proposition 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“Reality differs from people's perceptions in such a way that it is not so. In 
99%, nothing is black and white. There are always underlying reasons and so 
on, and this is something that we will allow our players to process and take 
part of. Very much is our gaming experience.” 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“The gaming industry is unique in that it happens very organically today, 
word-of-mouth, or twitch-streamer, or good friends who come with 
recommendations. And potential as well as promotional exporter so-called 
influencers.” 

 
 

Social 
Platform 

 Flattail “Considering that we are in direct contact with one million potential players 
who have […] one of our founders as their idol a little, they follow him as a 
person.” 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“... I dare not even guess how many hours we have as ... I say competence, but 
with competence, I mean, as hours of experience in the industry as a user 
together with the work team.” 

 
Team and 
Industry 

knowledge 
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Pixadome “When I was little when I didn't get to play games on weekdays… just got to 
play on weekends… so I was playing with soft toys and playing game rules 
for them ... So, I kept on writing on paper and their stats and so further. I 
was like ... I played when I didn't play as well. Soo ... and I'm like 28 years 
now ... I have been doing this for kind of 20 years ...” 

 

 

 

4.2 Relationship 

The element of the relationship is supposed to be described in what manner how a company 

delivers its service to its customers, and how they work with them and how they relate to them, 

which is something companies must reflect. Brand identity is defined and reflected by its 

relationship and how it is built over time (Urde, 2013).  

From the field research, the empirical data shows that all the respondents were in different ways 

interacting to establish a bond with their customers or non-customers. First and foremost, all 

either had or planned to develop an interactive and cooperative relationship with their end-

customer. One of the respondents had managed to establish a relationship with its fans where 

they helped with promoting their product on social media;  

“Well, some of our fans are doing a lot of marketing as well. They create a 
bit of word-of-mouth [...] they sit and make YouTube videos when they 

compete in this game.” – Pixadome 

The respondent discusses its essential to spread the word and think it is important because they 

are new in the industry, a start-up. They want to be noticed and be recognized and express their 

urge to reach out to someone famous on Twitch to get the word out even more before they 

release the product officially.  

Moreover, most of the respondents are not in that development stage where they can let their 

potential customer utilize their product and test it, but they all do have different approaches on 

how they are going to interact with their end-customers. One comment from a respondent 

explains that when they have something to show they know what to do;  

“Then we have a completely open channel for feedback in every way [...] 
open and transparent dialogue between, what to say, the developers of the 

product, we and the customers.” – Flattail, 
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As mentioned, they all do have a different approach on how they want to interact with their 

customer base. An interesting approach that another respondent had where they want to create 

competitions within their community while they develop the game;  

“You enter the chat room and maybe once a week, maybe once a month, all 
of them are assigned a totally optional task such as, for example, designing 
a graffiti logo or something that we can use in our game […] bring players 
into the creative path gives the player direct input on what will happen in 

the game, this is something we looked extra carefully at.”– Raincoat 
Republic 

Further the respondent explains that the winner of that task would be given a price of some sort, 

such as free copy of the game or dedicated content in the game, to create a bond between the 

company and their end-customers even before there is a product to show, in other sense, they 

are creating a community, a fan-base, with interactive and cooperative processes throughout the 

development of the product.  

There are some distinctive attributes that are essential that have been noticed. In the empirical 

data regarding building a relationship, trust and transparency are frequently mentioned. It has 

also been discussed about a lot of greediness in the industry, and all the respondents agree that 

the community comes first before everything else. To quote one of the respondents; 

 “Because it is a trust that we must in some way shoulder and value 
properly because here they are about customers who have confidence in the 
channel. And that cannot be abused by pushing products in the channel” – 

Flattail 

However, the empirical data shows most of the attention were pointing towards business 

relations in order to search for capital, this is mainly done through by establishing contact by 

networking and participating in game conventions;  

We have been invited to a Nordic Game Conference, down in Malmo. 
Where we have booked a meeting with various publishers. – Pixadome  

It has been mentioned several times by the respondents that in the early start-up phase investors 

and publishers are the essential relationships if no capital can be found most of the respondent 

where willing go over to consulting services.    

Table 13: Quotations related to the topic of Relationship 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Pixadome “Well, some of our fans are doing a lot of marketing as well. They create a 
bit of word-of-mouth [...] they sit and make YouTube videos when they 
compete in this game.” 
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Flattail “Then we have a completely open channel for feedback in every way [...] 
open and transparent dialogue between, what to say, the developers of the 
product, we and the customers.” 

Interactive 
and 
cooperative 
 

 

 

 

Relationship 
Raincoat 
Republic 

“You enter the chat room and maybe once a week, maybe once a month, all 
of them are assigned a totally optional task such as, for example, designing 
a graffiti logo or something that we can use in our game […] bring players 
into the creative path gives the player direct input on what will happen in 
the game, this is something we looked extra carefully at.” 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“Indeed, that relationship is almost the most important right now, because 
we must have the capital to be able to row this in the goal […] So it is a 
very important relationship to process right now for us in front of the end 
customer actually. The end customer comes after we secured the first 
relationship.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Establish 
relationship 
value 

Flattail “Because it is a trust that we must in some way shoulder and value properly 
because here they are about customers who have a confidence in the 
channel. And that cannot be abused by pushing products in the channel” 

Frozen 
Waffle 

In the start-up phase now, then I would say that it is the relationship with 
those who are close to networks, those are the most important to us. [...] 
you get much out of by doing networking. 

Pixadome We have been invited to a Nordic game conference, down in Malmö. Where 
we have booked a meeting with various publishers. 

4.3 Position 

The position element is referring to the current positioning of a company and its brand in the 

attention of the customer or non-customer stakeholder. It is all about how the management 

wants to brand to be positioned in the market, but also in the heart and mind of customers and 

non-customer stakeholder (Urde, 2013). 

Most of the time of discussing positioning, the empirical data show that most of them, were 

focused on product differentiation and not that much of their own company position, it is more 

like they identified themselves with the product they made and not the other way around. 

However, one of the interviewees was not worried at all about the competition due to the 

multiple ways of designing a game;  

“Games can be done in so much, you can do VR, digital environments and 
experiences and you can do a classic game, board games, and so on. The 

starting point is very different, for everyone.” – Frozen Waffle 

There was only one of the respondents that stood out, brand-wise, and it was their unique way 

of utilizing a predefined customer base, a YouTube-channel with close to one million followers;   

“We develop a game for a predefined target group that is already in contact 
with. It is very unusual. Usually, of course, one develops a game for a 
specific target group, but it is then something to communicate and sell. 

Here we already have a dialogue and the contact with them the customers 
and it is quite, not unique but quite unusual.” – Flattail 

Overall, the empirical data from the field study of the positioning were slightly limited due to 

the uncertainty by the respondents about how to separate themselves from their competitors. 
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The subject mostly swung away towards how their product design could bring value to the 

market and not so much of company brand positioning. However, in the coming years, they all 

have planned to recruit more employees and produced at least three or more products, some of 

them have already a pipeline of several products in mind, and other had plans to approach and 

to enter new technology such as Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality.    

Table 14: Quotations related to the topic of position. 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Pixadome “We have these different aspects of the game that are not elsewhere, like 
a ghost-players and it is well that and our theme at the same time it is 
something that is a game style that many recognize. It is like 2d platforms, 
it has been found as well as since Mario so, people know what it is ... but 
it is also something new at the same time” 

 
 
 
 
 
Product 
differentiation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Position 

Kappa 
Arc 
Studio 

“Relatively from our competitors, we are letting your customers do more 
exploring than actually shaping the world around you.”   

Raincoat 
Republic 

“Very self-enriching excursion in an imaginative world. We have based 
our design approach on the assumption that each player should be able 
to get a unique story told to them when playing this game.” 

Frozen 
Waffle 

“Games can be done in so much, you can do VR, digital environments and 
experiences and you can do a classic game, board games, and so on. The 
starting point is very different, for everyone.” 

Flattail “We develop a game for a predefined target group that is already in 
contact with. It is very unusual. Usually, of course, one develops a game 
for a specific target group, but it is then something to communicate and 
sell. Here we already have a dialogue and the contact with them the 
customers and it is quite, not unique but quite unusual.” 

 
 
 
Brand 
differentiation 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“Within the indie gaming industry, companies usually have between one 
and twelve employees. So that, in that industry, just the "indie" - the 
gaming industry there you must know a little about everything, it is just 
so.” 

4.4 Expression 

The expression is performed by a combination of material and intangible properties and 

represents a company's unique or particular way of communicating and expressing itself. It is 

about how companies should be recognized remotely and most involved in verbal, visual, and 

other forms of identification as part of a company's identity. However, the visual identity is part 

of it, but not the core (Urde, 2013). 

The empirical data from the field research shows a wide variety of how the respondents express 

themselves, from how they talk, use of vocabulary, how they dress, use of bright and joyful 

colors, and they embraced much happiness outwards. Some of them were proud to show the 

simplicity of their workspace and pointed out they made it all without even spending a dime.  

The use of expressions for their target customers was very dependent on the type of product 

genre they developed. Some of the respondents pressed on the bright and cheerful colors, and 

one of the respondents just loved the old colorful pattern used in the 1990s to embrace and 
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awaken childhood dreams, which have given a success both in their pitch competitions and 

getting buying requests before even the game is officially released;   

“And parents ... when they see that cute and colorful [...] Then ... there are 
many parents who come to us asking if they can buy the game.” – Pixadome  

Another responded that their expression was very much in line with expressionism;  

Expressionism, incredibly colorful, angular, tagged and bubbly at the same 
time. So it is. Vastly diverse. In terms of language, interest, and age-wise, 

experience everything. – Flattail 

However, the empirical data show that all respondents are in the very early development process 

of their first product and creation of their company. Most of them had no more profound 

thoughts on their design of the company logo and were satisfied enough if it looked good 

visually and had three color prints to be able to print it on merchandise, or ‘merch’ as they 

called it. The empirical data shows that there was only one who had a deeper meaning of their 

company name where they built their brand around their YouTube channel;  

“We are called Flattail Studios, and it is then linked to [...] an avatar on 
YouTube that is a beaver in a pink bikini […]and Flattail then comes from 
the beaver and hence the name. […] working with our YouTube channel, 

[...] it is what makes us unique. " – Flattail 

Furthermore, the empirical data shows that they know it is essential to participate in game 

conventions where they can promote and show their product, as they call it “a vertical slice,” 

which is a digital demonstration of their progress and let people utilize and test the product.  At 

the same time there is some cautions behavior among some of the respondents where they do 

not want to show anything before it is ready to be displayed, as one of the respondents puts it;  

“We want to be careful to not jump on the hype-train to early, but when we 
are ready, we will release teaser materials.” – Kappa Arc Studio 

In summary, the empirical data from the field research shows all respondents passion and 

enthusiasm, and a some of the respondents show and express their concerns about how they 

need a "kick" to reach out to a broader audience. 

Table 15: Quotations related to the topic of Expression 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Flattail “Incredibly colorful, angular, tagged and bubbly at the same time. So it 
is. Extensively diversity." 

 
 
 
 
Vastly diversity of 
expression 

 

 

 

 

Pixadome “And parents ... when they see that cute and colorful [...] Then ... there 
are many parents who come to us asking if they can buy the game.” 
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Kappa Arc 
Studio 

“We are clean and stylish, but it’s not a profile by choice, it just came 
naturally, […] we think clean but warmth” 

 

 

Expression Raincoat 
Republic 

Well, it's a cliché to say, but by fans for fans, think other studios use it, 
as well as the slogan, by gamers for gamers. 

Flattail “We are called Flattail Studios, and it is then linked to [...] an avatar on 
YouTube that is a beaver in a pink bikini of everything […]and Flattail 
then comes from the beaver and hence the name…[…] Working with our 
YouTube channel, [...] It is what makes us unique. " 

 
 
 
 
Digital and event 
promotion 

Kappa Arc 
Studio 

“We want to be careful to not jump on the hype-train to early, but when 
we are ready, we will release teaser materials.”  

Raincoat 
Republic 

“Yes it is as said was ... when we now approach a little more serious 
situation with this game release then it is as such to integrate our users 
in a way so that they get the direct input in the game title.” 

4.5 Brand core 

The brand core is the heart of the CBIM that should cast light on the company’s essential role 

and weight, to give focus, guidance, and coordination in the management of the brand. It is 

about what a company promise and which values that sum up what their brand stands for. The 

company’s customers should be able to identify themselves with their brand, if not, it does not 

exist (Kapferer, 2012; Urde 2013).  

The empirical data shows that some of the respondents were in line with each other when it 

came to make future promises, but it was all product related. There were promises to continue 

developing games for its fans, give value for the money, stick to what has been said, and 

consistent quality;  

  "If you have given an impression to the player what the game is expected 
to be delivered, then it should also deliver what has been said" – Kappa Arc 

Studio 

 “We would never deliver anything or do anything that we are not satisfied 
with” – Frozen Waffle 

Moreover, one of the respondents expressed that their promises will evolve with its company 

progress and growth and at this stage of their start-up it is too early to make an established 

promise for the company;  

“We don't really promise much at all. That's the problem. Had this been for 
three months in the future, when we had started to communicate about the 

game, then we would have had more established promises in some way that 
we could have emphasized.”- Flattail 
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The empirical data also shows that all of the respondents have mentioned transparency, support, 

and mutual trust as their deeply embedded core values, and they have in many ways said that 

their organizations are flat, where communications are both high and low;  

 “We support, we stand up for each other, we question each other. So, 
teams are incredibly central, transparency is another matter. It is both 

between each other and towards our customers. […] We do things together, 
or we do not do it at all." – Flattail 

By that statement its displays that the team is the most essential in almost every aspect, if there 

is no team, there is no company, and together they approach and show their customers 

transparency to build trust. 

Table 16: Quotations related to the topic of Brand core 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Frozen 
Waffle 

“We would never deliver anything or do anything that we are not satisfied with”  
 
 
 
 
Promise to 
customer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brand core 

Kappa 
Arc 
Studio 

"If you have given an impression to the player what the game is expected to be 
delivered, then it should also deliver what has been said" 
 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“Value for the money” 

Flattail “We don't really promise much at all. That's the problem. Had this been for 
three months in the future, when we had started to communicate about the 
game, then we would have had more established promises in some way that we 
could have emphasized.” 
 

Pixadome “That we should continue to make games.” 

Frozen 
Waffle 

“Transparency, I would say we are always very open with what we work with.”  
 
 
Building 
trust 

Flattail “We support, we stand up for each other, we question each other. So, teams are 
incredibly central, transparency is another matter. It is both between each other 
and towards our customers. […] We do things together or we do not do it at 
all." 

Raincoat 
Republic 

Relaxed but thoughtful [...] very flat organization, so it is very relaxed, in every 
way or other. 

4.6 Personality  

According to Urde (2013), a company’s brand personality is reliant on the personality and 

representation of a company’s employees, and it is the combination of human characteristics or 

its qualities that form the corporate character.  

In the empirical data it came up several time about how greedy the video game industry has 

become, where the larger actors in the market inventing in-game features that are similar to 

regular lottery, this is something everyone in the study despises or in some do not want to 

associate with. One of the respondent’s comment this as follows;  
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“Unfortunately, in recent years, it has become very popular with, for 
example, so-called "loot-crates" more or less lottery game format 

embedded in the gaming experience and other bad less good design 
decisions of larger studios in recent years, […], this is something we know 

we abominate.” – Raincoat Republic 

By expressing the personality by using different methods has an essential role in brand identity, 

in this field study, all show what they do not like as a brand and what they reject. Many of the 

respondents were also keen to address their start-up as an empathetic and humble friend, but as 

a hardworking and persistent expert, two of the respondents were describing their personality 

as follows;  

“I would probably say an expert in disguise as a good friend, [...] we are 
professional, we do what we should, we do well, but also have an open 

dialogue.” – Frozen Waffle 

“I would say we are gritty and persistent, but also empathetic and humble” 
– Kappa Arc Studio 

As mentioned before, none of the respondents have officially released their first product, and 

according to the empirical data from the field study there are almost to none experience in 

releasing a video game into the market, yet everyone shows passion and playfulness for trying. 

One of the respondents opened discussed their brand personality and what it takes to be in the 

business, as follows;  

Incredibly playful, that is, the child's mind left, playful at that level, and 
honest as said.[…] We are courageous, because what we are doing now we 
throw ourselves aside over a cliff without knowing how long we have money 
and without knowing if we will succeed and how we will succeed so that it is 

incredible courage. – Flattail 

According to the retrieved empirical data, respondents are trying to be loyal and credible while 

being passionate and brave to fulfill their goal of releasing their digital creation to their end 

customers. 

Table 17: Quotations related to the topic of Personality 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“Unfortunately, in recent years, it has become very popular with, for 
example, so-called "loot-crates" more or less lottery game format 
embedded in the gaming experience and other bad less good design 
decisions of larger studios in recent years, […], this is something we know 
we abominate.” 

 
 
 
 
Be loyal and 
credible 

 

 

 

 

Personality 
Frozen 
Waffle 

“I would probably say an expert in disguise to a good friend, [...] we are 
professional, we do what we should, we do well, but also have an open 
dialogue.” 

Kappa 
Arc 
Studio 

“I would say we are gritty and persistent, but also empathetic and 
humble” 
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Flattail Incredibly playful, that is, the child's mind left, playful at that level, and 
honest as said.[…] We are courageous, because what we are doing now 
we throw ourselves aside over a dive now without knowing how long we 
have money and without knowing if we will succeed and how we will 
succeed so that it is incredible courage. 

Passionate and 
brave 

 

4.7 Mission & Vision 

According to the CIBM framework Mission & Vision element, the brand identity should 

explain why a corporate exists and what engages and motivates to operate on the market 

beyond just making money (Urde, 2013). 

The empirical data mainly shows that the majority why they want to work in the market is 

through lifestyle choices; it is very personal to the respondents. It ranges from owning its merch, 

being proud and being able to give feelings to others, but everyone shows unity through the 

work they do should be led by joy and do it because it is fun. As following comments from the 

field research shows;  

“I don't think it's this with money [...], only if I can afford to do this 
forever, I will be so happy [...] to have a studio with a lot of geek stuff. A 

Hay Fever merch or plushies like that, aaah.” – Pixadome 

“[…] when you were in the woods and playing as young, you found on your 
own worlds, the happiness that existed there […] to be able to give it to 

someone else, that is what drives us forward, and that is the vision we have 
all gathered around, And that is why we are where we are today” – Frozen 

Waffle  

In this early stage of their start-up, their vision is mostly related to being able to create their 

own games, at least three games, and a total of employees around ten, and to be independent, 

with an aim to establish an indie game studio, and as one of the respondents said;  

“I believe that we have great potential to really reach a huge global 
success and reach out to incredibly many players. Without going through 

the publisher track, and that's, it's probably what we're driven by 
throughout the studio.” – Flattail 

By studying the respondent's mission and vision on the field, one thing is sure, they all have a 

higher purpose of their start-ups beyond in earning money, it is mostly about self-fulfillment 

and art creation to be able to wake emotions and different game experiences. As start-ups in the 

early phase of their process, the respondents are all unity of why they want to approach the 

market and they are all focused on the organization itself and what values they want to emit.  
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Table 18: Quotations related to the topic of Mission & Vision 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Pixadome  “I don't think it's this with money [...], only if I can afford to do this 
forever, I will be so happy [...] to have a studio with a lot of geek stuff. A 
Hay Fever merch or plushies like that, aaah.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lifestyle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mission 

& Vision 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“You make a game that you would like to play, but above all a very large 
driving factor is in doing something you can be proud of.” 

Frozen 
Waffle 

“when you were in the woods and playing, you found on your own worlds, 
the happiness that existed there […] to be able to give it to someone else, 
that is what drives us forward, and that is the vision we have all gathered 
around, And that is why we are where we are today” 

Kappa 
Arc 
Studio 

"I have thought that it should never be boring, you should always have fun, 
it should always be fun and go to work, if you do not have fun, then it is 
wrong. Quite simply, [...] you should feel pleasure in working. To quote 
another game developer, "we want pinball machines, popcorn, and we want 
a dartboard, so we can have fun on the breaks," We will not have that! We 
will have fun when we work! It should just be enjoyable to come here 
because it is fun to work. ” 

Flattail “I believe that we have great potential to really reach a huge global success 
and reach out to incredibly many players. Without going through the 
publisher track, and that's, it's probably what we're driven by throughout 
the studio. ” 

 
Independency  

  

4.8 Culture 

As it has been brought up previously in the literature review, organization culture is an image 

of its attitudes, values, and beliefs, and in the end, how it works and behaves. The culture 

elements in CBIM reflects the company’s heritage, the track record, country of origin and its 

iconic leaders, which have a substantial effect of the nature of the brand identity (Urde, 2013).  

From the field study, the empirical data shows that the respondents show similar integral values 

related to teamwork, feedback, and relations building in order to create an organization 

foundation of a culture of respect and trust. As the following comments show, do things 

together, become friends, give feedback and support are essential for the respondents in the 

study;   

“I think Pixadome as a whole. Together we do it well. And it is quite 
important that when we ... if we bring in a new person, we would like to be 
able to take a beer with someone ... that they become friends as well. You 

always have each other's… you have each other’s back.” – Pixadome 

 “Open to feedback, you listen, considerate. Don't take anything 
personally, and everything is about doing things together.” – Kappa Arc 

Studio  

Most of the respondents as have been mentioned several times before, most of them have not 

officially released a single screenshot of the early development of their game, and at this stage 

not been able to interact with their fans as they would have if they had the game to show. 
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However, by letting their customer interact with the development, they show early improvement 

of a strategy of how they want to develop their brand identity by giving their customer an 

invitation to follow them on the company journey by participating in shaping the game of their 

dreams and goals together. One of the founders of Pixadome said;  

I am so busy coding this game, but when I write something to my fans in the 
chat channel, then they come up with such own created memes that they 

have done with my face. – Pixadome  

The respondents from the field study point to signs of an early development of a foundation for 

the organizational culture, and the empirical data show that it is moving towards an organization 

similar to a community of like-minded people with common interests, and some of the 

respondents have already begun to develop an iconic leadership towards their end customers. 

Table 19: Quotations related to the topic of Culture 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Pixadome “I think Pixadome as a whole. Together we do it well. And it is quite 
important that when we ... if we bring in a new person, we would like to be 
able to take a beer with someone ... that they become friends as well. You 
always have each other's… you have each other’s back.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Respect and trust 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Culture 

Raincoat 
Republic 

“I think everyone finds it valuable to have just this creative input, [...], I do 
not think there is anyone in the team that does not have a design decision 
in the game” 

Flattail “Open dialogue, high and low.” 

Kappa 
Arc 
Studio 

“Open to feedback, you listen, considerate. Don't take anything personal, 
and everything is about doing things together.” 

Frozen 
Waffle 

I would probably say sensible values. It should be shared. One should be 
able to have a conversation, one should be able to discuss, one should be 
able to have different opinions, of course, but ethical human values. Simply 
put. […] No layers that divide and ruin, it just gets worse in the end [...], 
and everything gets better if you can get into an environment that you do 
not have to shape yourself, but it is already functioning from the beginning. 

Pixadome When I write something to my fans then they come up with such own created 
memes that they have done with my face. 

 
 
Community 

Flattail “One of our founders as their idol a little bit they follow him” 

4.9 Competences 

The competences element in the CBIM is essential for a company's in order to know its sets of 

skills and know-how to create strategic relevance to create and maintain a competitive 

advantage. Competencies are intangible and are not easy to imitate, which is why it is essential 

for an organization to know what it is good and how can do better than its competitors, and the 

organization's core competence is therefore crucial for establishing brand identity (Urde, 2013). 
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The empirical data shows similar signs of social engagements as one of their essential 

competence, which shows there is some coherence with their value proposition. Several of the 

respondents have participated in pitch competitions to show their creative work for non-

customers, and the prize for winning one of the competitions was a trip to one of the world most 

prominent video game fair, Gamescom in Cologne in Germany. The respondent's comments 

about their competences;  

“[…] we have won a couple of pitch competitions and have made a good 
impression. And I think we have a lot of advantages over many other start-
ups. […] I believe a lot in the aesthetics we present; we have contrasts… 

easy for the eye.” – Pixadome 

“We grabbed and finished a nine-page PowerPoint presentation and took 
this to the Skelleftea, where a competition was held, a pitch competition, 
[...] the prize in the pitch competition was an exhibition space at a video 

game fair.” – Raincoat Republic 

Another respondent said their competence where more within the way of how perceived their 

value, and how they differentiate themselves from the larger actors in the market, comments 

as follows;  

“We develop with the community, thus with the player in really mind. We're 
not thinking ... How can we make a dollar on this? Without us thinking, how 

can the player get more value from this. We do not assume the business 
models; we assume the value that the player experiences.” – Flattail 

The empirical data show that the respondents in the early growth phase of their starting capacity 

are thin of money and manpower, but instead of discussing on what they do not have, they 

portrait a foundation of teamwork and related working spirits, as the founder of Pixadome they 

showing admiration for their co-workers;    

Conny is our ace in our company ... he is kind of our artist ... good at 

portraying us ... without him we had just had a word document with type 

Times New Roman and trying to win pitch competition with that - Pixadome 

Continually according to one of the founders of Flattail are showing confidence in their team 

and stands their ground in what they believe what is best for them, in that they show courage, 

commitment, and loyalty for its team, as the comment from Flattail said;  

“There are many talented experts and so on who have firm thoughts on how 
we should do, but we are quite thoroughly to do what we believe in” -Flattail 
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According to the empirical data, respondents have shown early progress in developing core 

competencies, and it was mostly discussed about individual skills and how it combined with 

the rest of their teams. In short, skill specializations, that is why all the respondents were talking 

about working together, and as mentioned by the founder of Flattail, structure and developed 

systems are essential to make it work in the future.  

Table 20: Quotations related to the topic of Competences 

Company Quotations Category Theme 

Pixadome “After all, we have won a couple of pitch competitions and have made a 
good impression. And I think we have a lot of advantages over many 
other start-ups. […] I believe a lot in the aesthetics we present; we have 
contrasts… easy for the eye.” 

 
 
 
 
Social 
engagement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Competences 

Raincoat 

Republic 

“We took and made a nine-page PowerPoint presentation and took this 
to the Skelleftea, where a competition was held, a pitch competition, [...] 
the prize in the pitch competition was an exhibition space at a video 
game fair.” 

Flattail “We develop with the community, thus with the player in really mind. 
We're not thinking ... How can we make a dollar on this? Without us 
thinking, how can the player get more value from this. We do not assume 
the business models; we assume the value that the player experiences.” 

Pixadome “Conny is our ace in our company ... he is kind of our artist ... good at 
portraying us .. without him we had just had a word document with type 
Times New Roman and trying to win pitch competition with that” 

 
 
 
Learning by 
working together Flattail “There are many talented experts and so on who have firm thoughts on 

how we should do, but we are quite thoroughly to do what we believe in” 

Raincoat 

Republic 

"Everybody can be proud that they are better at something [...] and there 
is no one who hymns with it. Everyone is turning to that person, if it is 
just such a question. And I would say that is quite a strength internally. 
" 

 

4.10 Outline  

The empirical data for the nine elements has been summarized to provide an overview of 

which brand identity values that have been found see Table 21.  

Table 21: An overview of the findings and what value it brought. 

Themes/Elements Findings Value Comments 

Value proposition Product features Entertaining 
value 

The value of their intellectual 
property is described by 
various experiences that it 
should bring to its end 
customer. 

Relationship Interactive  Interactive 
Community 

Consistency of mutual respect 
and trust builds a foundation 
for unity for its stakeholders 
and its employees. 

Position  Product design Product 
differentiation 

Game genre and the products 
perceived experience for the 
end-customer.   
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Expression Demonstration, Expressionism   Proof of identity  Vertical slices are used to 
show their developmental 
progress, and they do so in a 
wide variety of languages and 
expressions. 

Brand Core Support, Transparency Friendship Shows same respect and 
support for its employees as 
they show for their 
stakeholders. 

Personality Communal  Joyfulness All employees represent the 
company as one and by 
expressing the importance of 
teamwork and having fun 
together. 

Mission & Vision Self-fulfillment, Big-hearted Reason of 
kindness 

It is a way of living to be able 
to give experiences to end 
customers. 

Culture Unity Bond of a 
relationship 

The culture is merged with the 
company and its end-
customers and forms a 
connection of unity. 

Competence Social engagement Social strategies By adopting skills of social 
interaction with both 
customers and end-customers 
establishment of word of 
mouth advertising have 
occurred. 

5 Discussion & Conclusion 
This chapter is constructed on giving an answer to the research question of this dissertation. 

Moreover, the theoretical and practical implication is presented, as are a recommendation for 

further research and limitation of the dissertation. The research question as introduced in the 

first chapter;  

How does brand identity elements evolve in the inception phase of video 
game start-ups? 

5.1 Discussion 

The field research of this dissertation displayed arrangements of the nine themes, which are the 

elements from the CIBM framework by Urde. The results show that one element sequentially 

affected the other connecting element, which supports the formation of a brand identity, as Urde 

mentioned that all elements in the matrix are connected and develop a structured entity. With 

this in mind, it is all essential to remember that one element resonances the other, where the 

brand core echoes all the elements.  

The participating companies are developing brand identities, and the results from the field study 

show early signs of settled elements that develop gradually. However, the coherent linkage 

between the elements forms the empirical data will be presented of how the start-ups in the 
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inception phase in the video game industry are communicating their brands accordingly Urde’s 

framework (see Figure 15).    

 
Figure 15: The CBIM framework adapted from (Urde et al., 2013, p. 750) 

 Brand core - Value proposition and Competences  

All of the start-ups show social engagement in all its form and delivering value by describing 

its products' features, and this indicates that they have an early build of the brand core. Hence 

competence is fundamental to validate value proposition, and both value proposition and 

competences are essential for the brand core, (Urde & Greyser, 2016; Ghodeswar, 2008).  

They all show consistent of putting the community first, which becomes a value for the products 

development. According to Urde & Greyser, (2016, p.106), “The essence of the identity element 

competences concerns an organisation’s capabilities and resources and how they are combined 

into value-creating processes and potential competitive advantages.” All start-ups have shown 

they have in some degree incorporated their competences into the company´s value creation 

development, by describing the benefits they want the customer to perceive when utilizing their 

games and integrating their fans in the process. They show consistency in their competence by 

describing the emotion they want the customer to perceive, which defines their resources and 

capabilities are used in creating value. In this, they show their competences in creating social 

engagement, both internal with themselves as a team but also their intentions of putting the 

community first by creation foundation for word-of-mouth platforms. Pixadome explained how 

they have managed to establish a bond with their fans by putting the community first, and when 

the start-up wins their heart and mind of their fans, they spread the word (=value) to their 

friends.   

Next, the correspondence between the competencies and the value proposition is confirmed, 

which is in line with Urde's results, but there are some differences in what the values are in. 

According to empirical analysis, it turns out that in small start-up companies, the values lie in 
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the social commitment of how well they can connect their audience to utilize their fans in a way 

to deliver value. Compared to the results by Urde, (2013), some ‘official’ values and statements 

from the larger companies existing corporate brand platforms were considered containing "fine 

words."  Given this, the tech start-ups are according to the empirical data showing more than 

just "hollow values" by engaging socially with its customers and non-customers on a deeper 

plane and demonstrating that their way of running their values creates a better basis for 

credibility among their stakeholders.  

 Brand core - Mission & Vision and Position 

According to Urde (2013), mission and vision are supposed to describe what engages and 

motivates a company beyond making money, and the brand-oriented approach should represent 

“a point of departure in the process of defining […] brand identity” (p. 751). Moreover, the 

vision is the extension of its mission by reflecting the view of direction, and together, they 

should form a source of commitment and willingness to support. The empirical data shows early 

signs of departure and direction, and it is described by feelings and drive to create an 

independent studio, it is a choice of life as a way of life, it is not about the money, it is about 

creating and delivering knowledge and game experience of new worlds to their end customer. 

What is really driving and motivates the start-ups is the passion for what they are doing and the 

urge to deliver something they have made themselves, independently, to its fans.  

 Brand core – Expression and Personality  

According to Urde (2013), expression and personality elements should act as a bridge for the 

internal and external components of the brand identity, which is the fact the empirical data 

shows. The expression of the start-ups shows a wide range of expression, both Flattail and 

Pixadome are showing a diversity of expressions, such as bright and joyful colors, but also 

portraying their products with humoristic avatars to promote themselves externally. According 

to Urde (2013), the expression element reflects the aspects of how a company ability of being 

verbal, the use of visual expression and other forms of identification, which in the end are a 

combination of tangible and intangible features, e.g., tone of voice, vocabulary, design, graphic 

style and logotype. Hence, the visual identity is embraced in the CBIM, but it is not the heart 

of it, and the empirical data shows there is much more to it than just a logotype (Urde, 2013).  

One interesting key point regarding findings within the empirical data is the way how true the 

practitioner’s personality where and how they apply it to their expression. One can argue if this 

has to do with their passion for conducting their work and could be defined as a brand feature 
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as itself. According to Cardon et al., (2009), passion is an essential aspect in conducting 

entrepreneurship, which in this case can be an essential feature of brand identity in small tech 

start-ups.     

However, several of the start-ups have not finished their product, which would indicate they 

are not able to represent the company brand fully due to lack of flagship products. The 

company’s flagship product may be used as a representative of the brand’s qualities (Urde, 

2013). Those start-ups that are closets to do this are Pixadome, with its title “Hay Fever,” and 

Raincoat Republic’s “Dunes of Demise.” Their brand expression is not the of the same, 

Pixadome uses more bright and joyful colors with a touch of humor, while the Raincoat 

Republic is expressing in terms of moral and ethics and delivering unique stories for the end-

customers to experience. In other words of meaning, they could be described as emotional 

workshops that are producing intellectual properties for end-customers to utilize. 

Both Pixadome and Raincoat republic are in some extent expressing their target audience to 

recognize their brand in the hearts and minds of their stakeholders, which is in line of bridging 

over to company’s position in the market. According to Keller et al., (2012), this is how a 

company brand establishes a brand position in the market and its done be placing the brand in 

the hearts and minds of its key stakeholders.  

Furthermore, there is a significant indication of established brand personality among the studied 

start-ups. According to Urde (2013, p. 752), the company’s brand personality is dependent on 

the character of the employees representing the corporation. The empirical data shows that 

every one of the studied start-ups was using “us,” “our,” or “we” when they expressed 

themselves, which shows a sign of a developing personality within the organization. The overall 

personality elements reflect loyalty and trustworthiness with an expression of playfulness and 

courage.  As Roper and Fill, (2012) were discussing establishing corporate communication, the 

personality element is the initial stage for the evolvement of a brand identity. The empirical 

data shows, therefore, an early sign of developed strategies of brand personality that is merged 

in its expression which is then implemented towards companies’ stakeholders and the 

perception of the stakeholder is based on the character of the start-ups brand. The start-ups have 

combined digital channels, influencers, and product demonstrations in a playful and emotional 

approach. However, the brand personality is substantial depending on the type of genre of their 

product. According to Urde (2013), this would be described as an initial form of the corporate 

character, which would be a vital sign of a brand identity formation of evolving progress.  
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The core between product category and brand in this state is uncertain due to their limit of 

produced available game titles by the respondents in the study, yet each studio has its own 

‘touch.’ The corporate personality as the empirical data shows have a significant effect on what 

kind of games they like to produce. Pixadome has their ambition to signifies with a theme of 

humor, while Kappa Arc Studios are keener to approach new and more stylish and develop 

game titles where they merge gamification with education, and the Raincoat Republic is more 

drawn to create drama experiences. These aspects might have an essential influence of future 

game titles and how they will continue to brand themselves in the future.   

 Brand core - Culture and Relationship 

The empirical data shows consistency of mutual respect and trust from developer teams to its 

stakeholders, by giving feedback, transparency in communication, establish teambuilding 

events both internal but also with their stakeholder. Kapferer (2012) cited in Urde (2013, p. 

751), characterizes corporate culture as a source of the brand’s objectives and the products and 

services as a means of communication. All companies drew their attention to their co-workers 

and their fans as one, due to a uniquely developed co-creation bond, suggesting that there is a 

strong relationship between culture and relationship. According to Hatch and Shultz (2001); 

Schroder and Saltzer-Morling, (2006) cite in Urde (2013), the culture of an organization is 

broadly shaped by the company’s attitudes, values, and beliefs, but also how it operates and 

behaves. The culture elements in the CBIM can from a strategic point of view signify “a source 

of differentiation and potential competitive advantage” (Urde, 2013, p. 751).  

Creating a foundation for a communication platform and interacting with its fans at an 

emotional level, Pixadome, Raincoat republic, and Flattail show an initial formalization of a 

corporate culture that provides guidance to form a deep bond of relationship. Additionally, there 

is some resemblance between, Pixadome and Flattail, both start-ups have iconic leadership in 

common, which “are a potentially significant aspect of a corporate culture that influences the 

nature of the brand identity” (Urde, 2013, p. 752).  The findings from the empirical analysis 

showing more of a sharing economy and community-driven than regular larger companies, this 

is due to the respondents are listening and interacting in different ways with their end-customers 

while developing their game title.   

Furthermore, according to Urde, (2013), the relationships are built over time, reflect and defines 

a corporate brand identity. Flattail has a predefined customer base with nearly one million fans 

following one of its founders and Pixadome has established a bond with their fans in a humorous 
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way where their fans express in a language of pictures, so-called memes to them. According to 

this progress, the start-ups have already begun evolving, in the inception phase, brand identity. 

 Indie game developers and their brand core  

All brand elements and their interconnection are introduced in a single unit, the brand core, and 

some interesting key facts have been found, both in the field of start-ups and in the video game 

industry. First and foremost, indie game development in the video game industry is all about 

excitement and entertainment, and most of all, fun, both for the end-customer but also for the 

employees and the founders, which is something the framework is missing to address. The 

emotional value that creates the brand core is an essential characteristic that identify the 

respondent’s companies. The urge to be independent and not being drawn by financial means 

shows signs as a morally good position. They behave big-hearted and express compassion. In 

other words, the respondents are showing that their attitudes are affecting and shapes a core 

with strong ethos values.  

The empirical data shows that the respondents do not focus on the brand itself as an asset as 

large companies in Urde’s study show, its revealed as more of an organic, unique and authentic 

entity, the brand is shaped of how they live. The empirical data shows that they are developing 

a brand that is more shaped by founders’ emotions and the desire to deliver experiences to its 

end-customer, which reflects the identity as they enjoy what they are doing. It is not just a 

mission for brand equity; it’s a mission of passion and enthusiasm.  

The entrepreneurial personality is affecting the organizational brand core, which is the main 

difference between the results in this study and by the results that were found by Urde. Start-

ups in its inception phase are keener to build value to the relationship, by creating fanship, due 

to the authentic and lived social connection with its end-customers. The brand elements 

interconnectivity between culture and relationship, and personality and expression are in this 

study strongly related to its brand core. Urde states the question, “Do they in fact correspond?” 

(2013, p. 758). The uncertainty might address that larger companies are losing their authentic 

brand when they expand and become more uncontrolled. Additionally, the brand for large 

organization might just transform into a company assent as brand equity, which in the end the 

brand becomes hard to read and utilize, while the start-ups are showing signs of a lived and 

vivid brand with more intimacy, which the start-ups in the video game industry should harness 

and embrace while their companies expand with future game titles. 
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5.2 Conclusion 

The purpose of this dissertation was to explore how tech start-ups in the video game industry 

practicing brand identity and giving answer to the following research question, “How does 

brand identity elements evolve in the inception phase of video game start-ups?” To answer the 

question, this dissertation has conducted a field study where five founders of indie game 

developer studios participated. The empirical data shows that there is a correspondence between 

competence and value proposition, expression and personality, and culture and relationship 

where early signs of brand identity are confirmed. 

The correspondence between competence and value proposition means that indie game 

developers in the video game industry are keener to deliver and express their values with social 

engagement, which shows its competencies by applying transparency and confidence to 

increase credibility towards its stakeholders. It is vital that the message in the value means more 

than just hollow words. The social engagement, both towards B2B and B2C, is, therefore, a 

critical component for success with its discoverability.  

Furthermore, the respondents show a vast constellation of expressions, and it comes naturally 

for them to direct, both towards their customers, by interacting with them through digital 

platforms and by their non-customers through participating in social events and networking 

activities. It is the passion and grit they show for what they want to achieve and deliver to their 

stakeholders. The passion turns out to be an essential feature of their brand identity, and the 

corporate communication is initially formed by interacting with their customers joyfully and 

playfully and show the same respect and trust towards its co-workers.  

Moreover, to build trust and credibility, they have shown that fans and fellowship come first. 

Respondents show more how they can deliver value to its customers rather than how they can 

achieve value from themselves, it's not about how to make an extra dollar from their customers, 

it's more about giving them value and the game experience, and that way credibility means it is 

more valuable than making money. This shows the correspondence between their culture and 

personality about how they want to be perceived and what brand identity they should establish 

in the future. Yet, it is too early to tell tech start-ups brands promises until they have established 

several flagships in their product portfolio. However, they have begun to form a fan-centered 

mindset to win their customers' hearts and minds, providing a source of differentiation and a 

potentially sustainable competitive advantage over competitors in uncertain times in an 

overcrowded market, where brands are essential in its discoverability. 
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Furthermore, these findings lead to the conclusion that indie game developers in achieving 

brand identity first need to build a foundation for commitment (internal element) to form 

consistency and expressing themselves with passion and be loyal (internal/external element) 

rather than the use of just hollow words to achieve and establish a communicative link with its 

stakeholders. Moreover, a social platform is essential to build its fanship in which the founders 

show their true self by engage in social interactive events (external element) to build trust and 

friendship with its end-customers.  

A conceptual model has been constructed based on the empirical findings by establishing field 

research in northern Sweden that included five interviewed start-ups in its inception phase with 

the purpose to give a strategic tool to strengthen and support for video game start-ups brand 

identity, see Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: A conceptual model of brand identity practice in video game start-ups in the inception phase. 

5.3 Theoretical Implications 

The dissertations theoretical implications show that the use of Urde’s framework in a start-up 

setting is possible and can give guidance even for tech start-up entrepreneurs and not only for 

large companies.  

However, the research of this study shows that start-ups in the video game industry are keener 

to show social interaction with its end-customers by interacting and engage them by 

establishing development-related events to capture and build interest. The social engagement is 

the external elements approach while the founder’s personality and expression are their 

company’s brand personality, which makes the brand more vivid, enthusiastic and authentic. 

The study also shows that the start-ups internal elements are shaped with strong ethos values, 
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which establish a foundation of commitment which are seen as the base of trust and respect, 

both towards its employees and its customers and non-customers stakeholders. 

5.4 Practical Implication 

In a saturated market, the brand is essential for entrepreneurs’ start-up in the video game 

industry because of the rapid growth in recent years. The dissertation shows that by applying 

the CBIM framework, it provides answers to their strategic issues, and it gives a sense of 

direction and clarity in what is essential for the organization. Adopting the framework's 

elements in the brand strategy process early at the beginning of the start-ups creation can give 

rise to guidance when the start-up enters the growth phase, which would give the organization 

a sense of control over its brand identity and also be able to provide a consistent brand promise 

to its customers in the future.   

Henceforth, the modified framework (Figure 16) is intended to assist indie game developers 

within the video game industry strategic planning and be part of the daily routine. The 

framework should lead the path for a brand to become vivid and lived throughout the life of the 

developers and by establishing its own brand identity and the differentiation comes with its 

developer’s unique personality. They are the creators of imaginary worlds and the framework 

is the tool for how the messages to its end-customers should be perceived.  

5.5 Research Limitation 

It is essential to mark the limitations of the dissertation. The resources are not endless and are 

crucial for getting it in perspective, and it is essential to reflect on the methods that have been 

applied. There are two characteristics of limitation of this dissertation, accessibility and time. 

The reach of indie game developers in the geographical location was limited due to their own 

deadlines and did not have time to participate in the study.  

Furthermore, the use of methods in this study was time-consuming and had a strict timeframe 

to follow. Further, the validity of the results had increased if more of the respondents 

participated in the study, totally of fifteen were asked to participate, but few of them accepted. 

The study managed to get five interviews in a short time, and yet it was possible to conclude an 

answer to the research question. 
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5.6  Further Research  

There are several essential aspects of the implementation of further research. First of all, it could 

be beneficial to investigate start-up companies by focusing on its reputation, which is an 

extension of the CBIM framework by adding the reputation element to the mix, CBI (R) M, and 

looking at the brand image of a brand. The purpose of this approach would give a sense of 

clarity of how the start-up is perceived by its customers and non-customers stakeholders and 

how the start-up image differentiates from its own perception.  

Second, the research that has been done in this dissertation has been focused on the start-ups of 

the inception phase, which indicates that the study could be applied later in this process to 

investigate how brand identity evolves throughout the growth stage of a start-up with at least 

three or more games in their product portfolio. As this study has shown is that the brand is an 

evolving entity which means the brand changes with the company’s own growth. A further 

research in brand identity in this direction could give more sense of how the brand identity 

changes between the inception phase and its growth phase.  

Third, this study has shown differences in how start-ups and large companies conduct and 

establishing brand identity, and therefore it shows an opportunity to investigate the differences 

in brand identity between other sizes of video game developers and start-ups. The aim of this 

approach could focus on the aspect of social engagement differences and the company’s 

interaction with its customer and non-customers stakeholders to determine the company’s 

values and its brand core.  
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Appendices 

APPENDIX 1: The guide for live interviews 

 

The interview guide is for live interviews which are established for achieving insight about how 

tech start-ups operate related to each element of the Corporate Brand Identity Matrix (CBIM) 

framework, in order to study the start-up's relation towards external and internal elements when 

developing the brand identity.  

 

First and foremost, I thank you for you to participate in this study, which has the aim to 

understand how your company builds your brand by implementing brand identity elements. The 

given information will be recorded or stored with the purpose to be analyzed.  The provided 

and collected data will be stored and to be handled with integrity and will only be used for the 

research’s purpose regarding the related study.    

 

General personal warm-up questions:  

1. Tell me little about yourself, who are you and what are you up to? 

 

General information about your organization:  

2. What is your start-up’s name? 

 

3. When was your start-up founded? 

 

4. What are you offering as a business, product or service or both?  

 

5. Does your start-up operate towards business or consumers? 

 

6. Who is your main stakeholder?  
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Questions related to the CBIM framework:  

External elements [A, B, C] 

[A] Value proposition:  

7. What is the start-up’s greatest asset?  

 

8. What does your start-up offer its customer? Its stakeholders? Its employees? 

 

9. What is your value proposition?  

 

10. What foremost benefits, from your point of view, should the customer and non-

customers receive from the product or services that you are offering?  

 

11. How do you communicate these benefits?    

 [B] Relationship:  

12. What kind of relationship does your start-up maintain with its 

admirers/fans/enthusiasts? 

 

13. Which relationship would you say that is most important for your start-up? 

 

14. How would you describe your relationship with your stakeholders? And how 

important would you say these relationships are to your start-up? 

 

15. Which stakeholder would you say is closest to you in your daily business? 

    [C] Positioning:  

16. How would you compare your start-up to one of your competitors?   

  

17. What is your intended position in the market in order to let customers distinguish your 

brand compared to other similar offerings in the market? 
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18. How does your start-up see itself within five years? How would you like your start-up 

to be recognized for and known by your admires/enthusiasts/fans/followers? 
 

 

External and Internal elements [D, E, F] 

[D] Expression:  

19. How would you describe your start-up aesthetically? (e.g., beauty, good taste, smart)  

20. Does your start-up have a unique special way to communicate to your market?  

a. If yes, what is it? 

b. If no, why not? 
 

 [E] Core Values:  

21. In your own words, how would you describe what your start-up stands for? What 
values do you believe your start-up emits?  
 

22. How would you describe your start-up logo(s), and does it stand for something?  
 

23. What does your start-up promise to its admires/enthusiasts/fans/followers? 
 

 [F] Personality:  

24. If your start-up were a person, how would you describe your personality?  

 

25. How would you describe your start-up's characteristics (e.g., Experts, Charismatic, 

Businessman)? 
 

Internal elements [G, H, I] 

[G] Mission & Vision:  

26. How would you describe the desire/energy/passion with your start-up, beyond by 

making money? (In term: purpose of daily business, why are we doing this?) 
 

27. Where do you see your start-up within five years?  

a. Do you have an exit strategy?  
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[H] Culture: 

28. How would you describe a better behavior internally in your start-up? 

 

29. How would you describe working at your start-up? 

 

30. Which values should be shared among your co-workers/employees? 

 

[I] Competence:  

31. What makes your start-up better than others in your market? (In term of strengths and 

weaknesses, what makes you stand out?) 

 

32. How do you apply these ‘strengths’ in your start-up? 

 

33. Do you see a future potential to develop your current ‘strength’ or do you see you have 

to develop new ones?  

a. If you see other strengths, what are these and how do you see it would benefit 

for competitive advantage?  
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